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GREETINGS FROM TWO HORIZONS
Editorial
Tikky Zappia

"THE METHOD OF SCIENCE - THE AIM OF RELIGION"
The Equinox Volume I:1-10

Do what thou wilt shall be the whole of the law.

So who are Two Horizons and what is the point of T.H.O.T.H???
Two Horizons started off with my husband and myself. We were looking for a
platform whereby we could share our ongoing, organic experience of Thelema and create a
space for otherwise unpublished works. The pathway was made open and we constructed a
Thelemic Portal where writers, artists and Thelemites may share their ideas and their work.
The portal is dedicated to the celebration of the Spirit of Thelema worldwide and to
the inspiration derived from varieties of religious experience encountered by Aspirants to the
Great Work, as well as those orientated toward the Law of Thelema in general, thus in
Service to the Great Order and in Service to Humanity. Inspiration may be fixed in many
forms of Talisman, to be activated by the enquiring observer, and to be partaken of and
enjoyed as a Eucharistic Sacrament in honour of the particular Deity, Force, Energy or
Concept that is itself the eidolon of that Sacrament. Therefore, we present to you
INSPIRATION from around the Globe, in its manifold forms of Art, Music, Literature, Essay
and Lecture. In the Bonds of Thelema, and in the Spirit of Universal Brotherhood.
We now welcome you to the first issue of T.H.O.T.H - The House Of The Holy! This
periodical will serve as a global alchemical think-tank, each issue focusing its lens upon
different aspects of Thelema and of the Great Work, in society and within the life of the
individual. Hopefully you will find these articles both thought-provoking and inspiring. The
essays within these pages – ranging from the academic, to the poetic, and most intimate – are
embodiments of the living and breathing experiences of each of the contributing authors, who
continue to dedicate their lives to the Great Work. Each concept is one person’s story, an
encapsulation of initiatic experience at this point in time. It is their point of view, which dear
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reader, we hope will prompt you to seek your own truth and point of view regarding the
topics within.
So with this being our first periodical we felt that there was no better place to start
than "in the Beginning" essaying the religious historical aspect of Thelema and just exactly
what that means to certain Thelemites.
“The world needs religion.
Religion must represent Truth, and celebrate it.
This truth is of two orders: one, concerning Nature external to Man; two, concerning
Nature internal to Man….
… The Law of Thelema offers a religion which fulfils all necessary conditions.”
Editorial from The Equinox III:1

Here we are in the Aeon of the Child, the Formula of the dying god now superseded,
the Supreme Attainment and Mountain of Initiation shifting to beyond the veil of the Abyss.
To foster genuine Aspiration and to seek to Attain to the Divine within is now the basic right
of any who would seek to tread the Path.
There appear to be many Thelemites that do not see a religious side to Thelema and
that turn away from the very notion of religion in disgust. Perhaps these individuals deny
themselves the Beauty, Sanctity and Love that can serve as religious Truth in Thelema? We
aim for religion and these papers are written in the hopes that they may, even in just some
small way, serve as a Light in the Darkness, a Darkness brought on by years of karmic
resentment towards religion and all that it represents in general.
We seek to unite ourselves with the Holy One within, yet for this to occur, reverence,
duty, sympathy, devotion, fidelity, and trust must be brought to the forefront.
May you enjoy this periodical, which we freely offer.

"In true religion there is no sect, therefore take heed that thou blaspheme not the name
by which another knoweth his God; for if thou do this thing in Jupiter thou will blaspheme
IHVH and in Osiris IHSVH. Ask and ye shall have! Seek, and ye shall find! knock, and it
shall be opened unto you."
Liber Librae.

Love is the law, love under will.
T.H.O.T.H.
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Cry of the 22nd Aethyr which is called LIN
Robert Buratti, Australia – Parts I + II
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ECCLESIASTIQUE SUMMAE
Part I
Giuseppe Zappia
Do what thou wilt shall be the whole of the Law.
“I understand that He - whoever, whatever He may be - is He for whom we all so long had
waited.”
The Heart of the Master.

Thelema, the Word that is Our Law, has issued from the mouth of the
A∴A∴. This Law encapsulates within itself a formula of emancipation, a formula
which has been delivered to the World, delivered to Humanity, by a Certain
One who has been charged with the care of ensuring that His message does not
go astray, or worse still become corrupt, as it did in the days of old when the
Sacred Law had fallen prey to weakness and sickness of the hearts and minds of
men, the very same men for whom the old Law had been formulated to redeem.
Now it is a new Law, and a new Dawn that is birthed upon the Horizon
and this Law is Thelema.
The Keepers of the Key to this Law are the Brothers of the A∴A∴ within
whom the Law is fulfilled. They are Masters, Visionaries and Prophets of the
past, present, and the future. They bear the Chalice of the Holy One and Serve
as Disciples of the Master. Their vision extends beyond the limits of the Sacred
Law, yes even beyond the Aeon of the Child, unto the Ages beyond the Ages.
These are the explorers that have abandoned all, so as to mark new
territory. For they have crossed trackless wastes (irrigating the Deserts as they
go) in order that a Path may be made open, whereby others who also Aspire to
Serve their fellows (in ways unimaginable and for the most part
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incomprehensible to the many) may make the journey from THIS to THAT,
from the Temporal to the Sempiternal, from the realm of Man to that of God.
As above so below. For though the Masters of the Temple sit hooded
encamped upon the Sea in the City of the Pyramids - the final Adjustment
having taken place, and the straight Path of the Balance achieved - the echo that
is the Voice in the Silence and the reflection of the Night of Pan, that is the
Darkness of Night, does manifest to them below as a blazing orb of Glory, the
Lord of the Chariot of the Sun.
But let it be known that the Brothers of the A∴A∴, the Ecclesiastique
Summae, the Supreme Chiefs, are themselves not bound by the Law of
Thelema. And this despite the fact that it is they who together had convened and
thought it fitting that this Word Thelema should be delivered unto the World of
men.
Should this Word that is Our Law, that contains the Formula for the
complete emancipation of the Human Race, give way and become corrupt,
defiled and abased, as it did long ago with Him and those who walked beside
Him, the Brotherhood will abandon this mission that is the Law of Thelema, and
another Way will be sought.
“Another prophet shall arise, and bring fresh fever from the skies.”
Liber AL III:34

Nonetheless We are hopeful, and the Way has been made open for those
who would dare to tread the Path. Know also that He that was the last has come
again, He is theVoice in the Silence and the Dark Star fallen upon the Earth.
Those who did once walk beside Him, shall walk with Him once more. He is
the Way, the Truth, and the Life, V.V.V. He is the Light of the whole World. In
His heart all Men and Women exist, for He is all Women and Men. Thus within
the heart of Man and Woman does He Himself exist. He is the All-glorious One,
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and it is He with whom we seek to unite ourselves, until the identification is
complete, until there is no more I and He, for We have become One, and None!
“I await Thee in sleeping, in waking. I invoke Thee no more; for Thou art in me, O Thou who
hast made me a beautiful instrument tuned to Thy rapture.”
Liber VII - VII:13

To know Him as He is, in Himself, is the Way that leads to Truth, in Life.
For just as a prism reflects a single beam into the spectrum of the rainbow, so
too has He that was, and is, and is to come, walked side by side with mankind,
appearing now here, and now there, in many different forms, wearing different
garments of both human and divine appearance:
In ancient Egypt He did appear with the head of an Ibis, as both the
receiver and the transmitter of the Word of the Most Holy. He was then (as He
is now) the Lord of all Magick.
To the Greeks, He was the divine runner that bore the Word unto the
Mighty Cities, with winged heels, and winged helmet. It was He that
enlightened the people, whose achievements and advancements in rhetoric,
philosophy, and commerce (to name but a few) to this day stand as testaments
to the genius of mankind.
To the Romans, He was the child of Maia and Jupiter, and He brought the
wisdom and eloquence of communication and poetry to the people. He was also
the guide of the soul during its journey through the Mysterious Region, the
journey through the Underworld.
These are just but a few of the footprints that He has left upon this World,
for His strides are great and He has crossed many lands, cultures, and beliefs,
that He be made known as He is in Himself. He is also the Child, the Sun/Son
that is both the Mother and the Father, of the Son that is He Himself.
His encounters with mankind have always been marked by catastrophe
and advance, for His Light is an illumination to the aspiring and a flame of
T.H.O.T.H.
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destruction to the deceitful. He was birthed long ago within the borders of
Palestine and sought to liberate His people. Yet the depth of their corruption
was so great that the mission was abandoned.
He has returned and His Word Thelema serves as the Crown that mankind
is capable of wearing. For every man and every woman is a Star, every King
and Queen is worthy of this single Crown and of the Royal Garment that drapes
down from the left and right shoulders of Wisdom and Understanding. Each
Royal bears upon his or her breast the Golden Jewel of the Sun which is the
Heart of Man, Human and Divine.
Within this Jewel that is the Sun, that is the Heart of Man, dances the
Child of Light, Life, Love and Liberty. He is the Son that is heir to the Throne,
as each of us are potential heirs to the Throne of the King within ourselves. For
His Throne is Our Throne, His mission is our mission, and we rule by His
Divine Rule which is Our Law.
He is the Instructor and His is the hand that points the Way for those
upon the Path of the Great Return. His Officers, those of the Inner College of
A∴A∴ are those who have experienced the Knowledge and Conversation with
Him, who are Governed by Him, for it was He who established the Holy Order,
and the Inner and Outer Colleges function under His Auspices. He will appear
to each just in so much measure as their capacity to receive Him affords them.
And He will commune with each in said manner also. We shall eventually come
to dwell within the Heart of the Master, and He within us, until the exchange is
complete and the identification made perfect. So shall we attune our Wills to the
Will of God, to the Will of the Holy One, to the Will of the Holy Guardian
Angel, and His Law shall become Our Law, and Our Law become His, for there
is no more Him and Us, for we shall become One and None.
Amen.
Furthermore, there is a school that must be mentioned, a school which
like the A∴A∴ is governed by the Authority, and functions under the Auspices of
T.H.O.T.H.
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the Master. Yet to those that abide without the Threshold and to the majority of
those within this school, He remains a “Secret Master”, His Governance, that is
the Voice of His command, is spoken through the mouths of men. Only to the
highest Initiates of this school does He speak directly. This school is the great
sifting pot of humanity. It deals primarily with the affairs of men and women
within society, and strives to govern its people based on the principals of the
enlightened. This school is called the Ordo Templi Orientis O.T.O.The O.T.O.
has accepted the Word of the Law and has sworn to bring its Members to the
gradual fulfilment of this Law within themselves, and in turn they themselves
within society. Its experiment continues in earnest, and once again We are
hopeful.

Love is the law, love under will.
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Cry of the 19th Aethyr which is called POP
Blažka Strmčnik, Slovenia
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ECCLESIASTIQUE SUMMAE
Part II
Giuseppe Zappia
Do what thou wilt shall be the whole of the Law.
It is important, both as Thelemites and as inheritors of - successors to - the Sacred
Esoteric Teachings of the previous Aeon (albeit superseded by the current Formulae), that a
clear distinction be made between the proponents of the Great Sorcery of Nazareth and those
who for all intents and purposes we shall from hereon refer to as the True Christians.
We must be cautious, in this the Aeon of the Child, not to haphazardly and
inconsiderately lash out at our supposed (and or presumed) enemies in some kind of
premature (add to that immature and uninformed) attempt to redress a psychic and spiritual
balance that has been disturbed due to centuries of ignorance, superstition, and fear
mongering. We must refine our aim, adjust our scope, and seek to understand unravel and to
expose the underlying corruption that has been so intentionally interwoven throughout the
great tapestry of generations.
That which is to be spat upon shall be spat upon and that which is to be trampled upon
shall indeed be trampled upon and in our efforts to release humanity from the grips of the disease that has been plaguing its children for so very long we shall deny that which is to be
denied.

5. Behold! the rituals of the old time are black. Let the evil ones be cast away; let the
good ones be purged by the prophet! Then shall this Knowledge go aright!
AL II:5
……. but also, and this as a guard:

27. There is great danger in me; for who doth not understand these runes shall make
a great miss. He shall fall down into the pit called Because, and there he shall perish with the
dogs of Reason.
AL II:27
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It is easy to rouse the common populace to fits of rage, as easy as it is for those same
people to single out a scapegoat (fit to embody the totality of their insecurities, fears, and
ultimately hatred) that they may relentlessly pursue to every corner of the globe with all the
ferocity and lunacy that is to be expected of the mob spirit; thus herein lies the way of the
fanatic. We do not seek to incite maniacal radicalism, nor do we blaspheme the Name by
which another has come to know his/her God, and yet we find even amongst ourselves those
guilty of betraying these basic and fundamental principles.
So now let us speak plainly - we Thelemites have not come to revile the Christ, for
His Word was not ready to be received amongst the sons of men, and his followers were not
yet fitted to understand the True Nature of his Teaching:
“Neither shall they say, Lo here! or, lo there! for, behold, the kingdom of God is within
you.”
Luke 17:21

Far from beholding the Glory of the Holy One, the sons of man saw therein - within
the teachings of Jesus Christ - nothing but the opportunity to seize for themselves power,
riches, fame, and control over their fellows.
Amongst its numerous and manifold atrocities the global establishment of the Church
has sought to restrict man from the independent pursuit of Truth, this is undoubtable and
certainly not in dispute. Yet at its core the doctrine of the Christ contains a Formula of
Attainment not so dissimilar to our own.
Once again and to clarify, this Formula has been superseded by the Aeon of the Child;
for it is the perspective that has changed and the pinnacle of Initiation has been elevated to
heights which up until now have for the most part remained inaccessible. Nonetheless we
must acknowledge that from the Great Order the Master issued at the time of Jesus and that in
a certain manner the human being Jesus was no more or lesser a human being than was the
man Aleister Crowley - Prophet, Priest and Prince of the current Aeon - both men loyal
Servants of the Master.
Even though the Church and its contrived Sorcery did so blaspheme and distort the
initial Esoteric Teachings that issued from the mouth of Jesus the Christ the God has
nonetheless remained intact and untainted within the Shrine. With great labour, a pure heart,
and perseverance, the True Man may yet come to roll away the stone from the tomb of the
Master and resurrect the Messianic Light of the World within himself.
T.H.O.T.H.
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So what then of the Formulae of the Christ?
“For the tradition which I have received of the Lord and handed down to you is that
the Lord Jesus, on the night that he was betrayed, took bread, gave thanks, broke it, and said:
This is my body for you; do this in remembrance of me. And after he had supped, he took the
chalice also, and said: This chalice is the new testament in my blood. As often as you drink,
do this in remembrance of me. For as often as you eat this bread and drink the chalice, you
declare the death of the Lord, until he comes.”
Corinthians 11:23.

This formula regarding the purification, consecration, devotion to, and consumption,
of the Body of the Lord, over extended periods of time, was believed (and we doubt it not) to
lead to the eventual incarnation of the Logos in the flesh. You are what you eat as the old
saying goes so then let us eat nothing but God.
The transformative potency/mystery of the Catholic Mass is said to produce the
miracle that is the Lord’s transformation which takes place within the human being. It is in all
essence God becoming Man, as much as it is Man becoming God, for the two are one, the
Spiritual made one with the Material.
In any case it is not the purpose of this second Part of Ecclesiastique Summae to delve
into the Esoteric Teachings that were handed down from our ancestors, the Mass itself but
one of the modi operandi passed on to us by our Gnostic Christian Brethren. The highest
amongst themselves managed to carry the flame of these Sacred Mysteries throughout the
dark ages of night that followed the death of Jesus Christ.
The problem remains that the Inner Teachings of Christ have been so excessively
bastardised, corrupted beyond imagining and twisted in each and every way, by many
throughout the centuries who have undeservedly claimed heirship to the Throne of the King
of Kings - often by means of slaughter, desecration, manipulation and criminal cunning - that
the disfiguration of the external symbol has now become unrecognisable and the fire that
once burnt so brightly (albeit it for a short period) within the Heart of Jesus the Christ, has
diminished, dulled, and ultimately faded into obscurity.
Yet the Core and Crown of that same Flame remains.
We must remember that Thelema was not created in a vacuum, nor did it simply
appear upon the World stage out of nowhere. We are the inheritors of centuries of
generations, the scientifically religious result of a progressive elevation of human
T.H.O.T.H.
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consciousness and of the psyche (as a totality rather than a partiality), and whilst we are
fortunate today that the Prophet of Thelema has laid so much of the groundwork for us, in
terms of collated material, research, and in terms of direct experience, we should not forget
that Aleister Crowley himself was the result of generations. From The Golden Dawn to Islam
to Buddhism, from Rosicrucianism to Christianity and from Ancient Egypt to Sumeria, Fra.
P. studied it all.
It seems a little too easy today for the budding Thelemite to turn up his nose and scoff
at Christianity in particular, hurling abuse where it is not warranted and attacking upon
uneducated grounds.
For we too aspire to know the Lord, we too perform the Miracle of the Mass, we too
experience Death and Resurrection, we too seek to unite ourselves with the Messiah, the
Chief Light of the World, the One Anointed in Light, the single teacher for the human race,
the Way, the Truth, and the Life; and so may we Attain to the Sacred Chrism and come to
dwell within the Heart of the Master.
But there is a critical distinction to be made between -

Jacobus Burgundus Molensis and Pope Clement V;
or Eckhart von Hochhelm and Pope John XXII;
or Giordano Bruno and Pope Clement VIII;
or Jacob Boehme and Gregorius Richter;
or Miguel de Molinos and Pope Innocent XI;
or between the individual and the establishment.
The latter has always sought to control the former, for you see “power” - ill acquired fears that which in essence it lacks most - PURITY. The Divine Inspiration of a single man
has the potential to destroy a kingdom, to overturn a nation or to overthrow an established
regime. For this reason the mob spirit has always cried “heretic” the moment it senses its grip
loosening upon the lasoo that it has flung around the necks of its cattle. But the greatest trick
of the deceiver lies in the blurring of the truth to such an extent that it seems indiscernible
from the false. In this way brother has been turned against brother, state against state, and
nation against nation.
The deliberate blurring of the lines of truth, the distortion and destruction of the
historical records and sacred texts of ancient cultures for fear of ‘being found out’, was and is
the method of madness employed by the black handed shepherds of the Roman Catholic
T.H.O.T.H.
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Church in their efforts first to obtain and now to maintain absolute power and authority over
the herd. It should be easy to understand that the birth of every new religion must by natural
design and or necessity be the child born of a cumulative series of former ancestral (for want
of a better word) religions, that ultimately at their root - in a successive manner - tend toward
a developmental and further evolved comprehension of the Mysteries, both Natural and
Divine, of Nature and of Man’s interaction therewith.
The Roman Catholic Church was not created in a vacuum either, nor did it simply
appear out of nowhere. It was the inheritor (that became the thief ) of the System and
Hierarchy of the Ancient Mystery Schools of the peoples that inhabited the mainland of Italy,
Etruria having a significant role in this development, as we shall come to learn in Ecclesia
Part III. Similarly the Lord of the current Aeon is the magical child born from the congenital
essence of its parents the Matriarch and the Patriarch, or if you will and in a manner of
speaking ‘Isis and Osiris’ come “Nuit and Hadit’. It too is the inheritor of the religious
Mysteries of the immediate past, many of those Mysteries being of Christianity itself.
Therefore let us state that no blame is aimed at the Roman Catholic Church for being
heir to its hereditary bloodline, but more so for its abuse of power and its sacrilege, that
ultimately led to its inability to maintain the Sacredness of the Temple of the Holy One. In
the religious masterpiece Liber CDXVIII we are brought to bear witness to the unveiling of a
new Truth, a scaffolding of the Holy Temple if you will, that is to be built upon the ruins of
the past by Holy Illuminated Men Of God.
Whilst standing upon the shoulders of Giants - our forbearers, embodiments of the
Sacred Flame of Ages - we cast our eyes westward and look out upon the fallen remains of
the Ancient Temple and read therein tales of a Forgotten Mythos and of a Black Sorcery the
poison of which nearly annihilated the Collective Genius of mankind.
Nonetheless we are hopeful, as it is a new Law and a new Dawn that rides upon the
bark of the Morning Star. Yet let us never forget the Dark Ages out from which we have
issued, lest mens eyes be blinded once more to the Light of Life, Love and Liberty.

Love is the law, love under will.
.
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Cry of the 18th Aethyr which is called ZEN
Lewis Fuller, Australia - Parts I, II + III
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EPIPHANEIA 156 and APOKALYPSIS 418:
the Temple of Christ, the Angelic priesthood and the
Great Return of the Mother of the Lord
Stephen J. King
“And there shall be no man in the tabernacle of the congregation when he goeth in to make
an atonement in the holy place...” Leviticus 16:17 KJV
“And they that walk upon their hands shall build the holy place.” Liber CDXVIII,
16th Aethyr
“I understand that He - whoever, whatever He may be - is He for whom we all so long
had waited." Khaled Khan, 1 The Heart of the Master
“And ye shall be hated of all men for my name's sake: but he that shall endure unto
the end, the same shall be saved.” Matthew 10:22 KJV

Do what thou wilt shall be the whole of the Law.
If Lutheran theologian and scholar Ernst Käsemann’s dictum “apocalyptic was the
mother of all Christian theology”2 holds, its corollary for the New Aeon of θέλημα might be
“The Vision and the Voice is a primary scriptural source for the theogony of the Supernal
Triad of the Crowned and Conquering Child, Chaos and Babalon.” 3 The latter remark is as
understated as the former exaggerated. Yet it was just that theology which opened up this our - theogony.
It was Aleister Crowley’s Tunisian disciple Gerard Aumont, in all likelihood working
under Crowley’s direct supervision and oversight, that first described The Vision and the
Voice as an Apocalypse:

1

[Aleister Crowley]

2

E. Käsemann, “The Beginnings of Christian Theology,” Journal for Theology and the Church 6 (1969) p. 40.

3

Frater V.V., “Editor’s Introduction,” The Vision and the Voice with Commentary and Other Papers, The
Equinox IV:2 (1998) p. x.
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“We are in possession of a certain mystical document which we may describe briefly,
for convenience sake, as an Apocalypse of which we hold the keys, thanks to the intervention
of the Master who has appeared at this grave conjuncture of Fate. This document consists of a
series of visions, in which we hear the various Intelligences whose nature it would be hard to
define, but who are at the very least endowed with knowledge and power far beyond anything
that we are accustomed to regard as proper to the human race.”4

When these words were penned in 1924 e.v., reference to The Vision and the Voice as
an Apocalypse (Gk. apokalypsis, “revelation”) would have indeed been a “convenience”
given the (then) ambiguity of the term. This was long before the discoveries of the Dead Sea
Scrolls (1945 e.v.) and the Nag Hammadi Library (1946 - 56 e.v.). Up until their discoveries
and related research there was no scholarly consensus on what an apocalypse actually was:
whether it referred to a genre of literature, millenarian belief, or simply revealed texts in
general. A number of early works (including many of the Jewish apocalypses) do not bear
the title - the first work to do so was the New Testament Book of Revelation - while others
bear literary and narrative traits of more than one or composite genres.
It was not until 1979 that a now commonly accepted if broad definition of an
apocalypse was applied in biblical criticism: “a genre of revelatory literature with a narrative
framework, in which a revelation is mediated by an otherworldly being to a human recipient,
disclosing a transcendent reality which is both temporal, in so far as it envisages
eschatological salvation, and spatial insofar as it involves another, supernatural world.”5 The
Vision and the Voice meets this criteria in a manner uniquely set apart from the other sacred
writings or holy books of θέλημα. It was therefore designated a publication of A∴A∴ in
“Class AB,” ie. revealed and scholarly. In that the narrative framework of The Vision and the
Voice is both temporal and spatial, the revealed transcendent reality speaks directly to the two
teaching Orders of θέλημα, the temporal Ordo Templi Orientis and the spatial (or
sempiternal) A∴A∴. The exquisite beauty of the The Vision and the Voice is that it shows the

4

“The Three Schools of Magick (I),” in A. Crowley, Magick Without Tears eds. King and Warren, in preparation.
Although identifying the unnamed “mystical document” as The Vision and the Voice would be obvious to any
serious student of Thelema, it was explicitly referenced as such in the first edition of Magick Without Tears by
the editor, Karl Germer.
5

John J. Collins (ed.), Semeia 14: Apocalypse: The Morphology of a Genre (1979), quoted in John J. Collins, The
Apocalyptic Imagination: an Introduction to Jewish Apocalyptic Literature 3rd ed. (2016) p. 5. See also The
Oxford Handbook of Apocalyptic Literature ed. John J. Collins (2014).
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Unity of their respective natural and spiritual worlds in the new “theogony of the Supernal
Triad” and its Temple of Initiation. 6
The Elizabethan enochian magic of Dr. John Dee and Edward Kelley that was
employed by Aleister Crowley and Victor Neuburg for The Vision and the Voice is now
widely known.7 For our purposes, without in any way underplaying its extraordinary canon
and magical, theological (angelology), structural, linguistic and narrative depth, it is
sufficient to say that in seeking the elusive Book of Enoch (also referred to as 1 Enoch or the
Ethiopic Book of Enoch), attributed to the biblical prophet Enoch8 who “walked with God:
and he was not; for God took him” (Genesis 5:24 KJV), the angels instead revealed to Dee the
revered Book of Life. This was the transcript and template of creation Enoch is said to have
read from in heaven. This remarkable text, named by the angels to Dee as the Holy Book of
Loagaeth (“speech from God”), would form the basis of the enochian system, of calling forth
the angels and entering the gates of heaven.
The Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn developed their own enochian system from
the Dee and Kelley corpus largely concentrated in their “The Book of the Concourse of the
Forces.”9 The major GD innovation was the rearrangement of the Watchtowers in line with
Dee’s Reformed Great Table of Raphael - for some a hotly debated and controversial revision
- with the further addition of GD elemental attributions, correspondences and colour scales.
The GD utilized the post-Dee Book H or Clavicula Tabularum Enochi which remains of
uncertain authorship and provenance. 10 The GD also developed their own method of

6

This Unity is discussed in the forthcoming book, Shiva X°, Aspiring to the Holy Order, Book One: Hall of the
Two Truths, in preparation.
7

For a brief and balanced assessment of Dee and Kelley’s enochian system see Geoffrey James’ Preface to The
Enochian Evocation of Dr John Dee ed. G. James (1984), pp. xiii-xxvii.
8

More likely a product of the Babylonian captivity circa 600 BCE. An English translation can be found in J.H.
Charlesworth’s two volume The Old Testament Pseudepigrapha (1983-85). The R.H. Charles 1893 annotated
translation is widely available in print and online.
9

Book Nine in the Israel Regardie edited The Golden Dawn (numerous editions and printings, 1971 onward) or
Volume 10 of Regardie’s The Complete Golden Dawn System of Magic (1984).
10

Also referred to as the Booke of Invocations or Calls, the Tabula Bonorum Angelorum Invocationes or The
Book of Supplications or Invocations. For a discussion, see the Introduction to Practical Angel Magic of John
Dee’s Enochian Tables: from four previously unpublished manuscripts on Angel Magic being a complete
transcription of Tabula Bonorum Angelorum Invocationes in manuscripts BL Sloane 307 and 3821 and Bodleian
D 1067 and D 1363 as used by Wynn Westcott, Alan Bennett, Reverend Ayton, Frederick Leigh Gardner, and
other senior members of the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn, ed. S. Skinner and D. Rankine (2004). See
also ‘The Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn and The Book of the Concourse of the Forces’ in A. Leitch, The
Essential Enochian Grimoire: An Introduction to Angel Magick from Dr. John Dee to the Golden Dawn, pp. 5766. Leitch discusses the Reformed Table pp. 21-25. The Reformed Table as published by Leitch does not
correspond exactly to that of Skinner and Rankine (their version includes a photograph of their mss. source).
Nor do these correspond to those published in Regardie’s Golden Dawn series or in Crowley’s The Equinox I:VII,
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applying Dee’s 48 Calls (from the Book of Loagaeth and originally intended for the 49 day
Gebofal ritual) to the Watchtowers, and devised an enochian form of chess. Importantly, for
the GD each of the 156 squares comprising the the Enochian Tablets was a three-dimensional
Pyramid, the whole referred to as the City of the Pyramids. In the transcendent reality of The
Vision and the Voice, the City of the Pyramids was also the Supernal Binah, where the
Masters of the Temple were entombed, with 156 the sacred number of BABALON, attributed
to Binah. (For Crowley’s comments upon the same, see below.)
Crowley codified some of the GD material into his Liber LXXXIV vel Chanokh
(“The Book of Enoch”).11 He also intended to cover other Dee material such as the
Heptarchia Mystica and Loagaeth, but these later studies never materialized. The GD system
proper was the methodology employed for The Vision and the Voice as described by Crowley
himself in his Confessions. 12
The relationship of θέλημα to the enochian Watchtowers and Aethyrs is unique. In
his Commentary to the 9th Aethyr of The Vision and the Voice Crowley wrote:

BABALON = 156 = 12 x 13, which is the Formula of the Four Watchtowers
of the Universe. These Watchtowers are composed of truncated Pyramids,
each one concealing a Sphinx. They contain the Symbols of the Energies
of the Four Elements. We may thus say that as each Watchtower contains
12 x 13 Pyramids, BABALON is indicated as Sakti. For the Elements are
the manifested powers of the All-Father. Again, we may consider the
Watchtowers as the “City of the Pyramids” though in a sense less exalted
than that usually implied in these Visions. 13
The Vision and the Voice gives its own commentary about the Aethyrs and θέλημα:

Plate III facing p. 234 (1912). As Joseph H. Peterson remarked, “In [the GD] adapting Dee’s system, various
additions, omissions and mistakes were made. This departure was compounded by uncritical, although
imaginative, treatments of the Golden Dawn and Crowley material by some authors. The net result is a maze
of misinformation,” in John Dee’s Five Books of Mystery: Original Sourcebook of Enochian Magic from the
collected works known as Mysteriorum Libri Quinique, ed. J.H. Peterson, Introduction p. 3 (2003). This
“departure” has resulted in two broad schools of contemporary enochian practitioners, aptly described by
Leitch as ‘Dee-Purist’ and ‘Golden Dawn Neo-Enochiana.’ The Thelemic practitioner schooled in the The Vision
and the Voice apokalypsis represents their dialectical synthesis in what could be called New Aeon Enochian.
11

The Equinox I:VII and VIII (1912).

12

Excerpted and adapted for the Introduction to The Vision and the Voice in The Equinox IV:II (1998).

13

The Equinox IV:II p. 173 note 1.
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But the knowledge of the Aethyrs is deeper than the knowledge of the
Sephiroth, for that in the Aethyrs is the knowledge of the Aeons, and
of Θελημα. And to each shall it be given according to his capacity. 14

The enochian system as revealed to Dee is intimately connected to the New
Testament Book of Revelation. Such a connection in these source texts helps to frame our
reading of The Vision and the Voice given its apocalyptic, epistolary and prophetic nature, its
enochian praxis and the relationship of θέλημα and its theogony to Revelation mysticism and
criticism. While an analysis of the Dee enochian corpus to Revelation greatly exceeds the
scope of this paper, it should be sufficient to note that Dee, an avid and devout millenarian,
believed the true magical art the angels sought to teach would herald the coming of the
Apocalypse. The Book of Loagaeth, said to be the Book of Life (mentioned seven times in
Revelation)15 and referred to as “perfyted in the workmanship of him, which hath sealed it,”16
has been identified with Revelation’s “book written within and on the backside, sealed with
seven seals” (Rev: 5:1 KJV).17 Out of Loagaeth, declared the Angel Uriel to Dee, “shall be
restored the holy books...And herein shall be deciphred perfect truth from imperfect falshode,
True religion from fals and damnable errors...Which when it hath spred a While, THEN
COMMETH THE ENDE.”18 The 24 Seniors of the enochian Watchtowers are the “four and
twenty elders” that sit around the throne (Rev: 4:4 KJV), while Liber Mysteriorum Secundus,
which is an exposition of the Sigillum Dei Aemeth, derived some of its practical formulae
from the 7 trumpets and 7 Angels of Rev: 8:2. These few examples highlight not only the
revelatory, but the practical and doctrinal import of the Apocalypse of John to the enochian
system.
Importantly, Dee’s manifesto for a universal and magical science, the Monas
Hieroglyphica,19 references Rev:4 in theorem XXIV. This is the chapter of Revelation where

14

12th Aethyr, Ibid. p. 153.

15

Revelation 3:5, 13:8, 17:8, 20:12, 20:15, 21:27 and 22:19.

16

‘Quinti libri Mysteriorum Appendix.’ John Dee’s Five Books of Mystery p. 395. [Italics mine]

17

See for example The Essential Enochian Grimoire, pp. 13-14.

18

‘Quinti libri Mysteriorum Appendix.’ John Dee’s Five Books of Mystery p. 395. The angels explained to Dee
how the Book of Loagaeth embodied the seven days of creation in Genesis and represented the entire span of
history and knowledge from creation to destruction. The link to the Genesis creation story further links the
enochian system with the symbolism of the Jerusalem Temple while the “holy books” are the sacred writings
of θέλημα. The “ende” is that Abomination of Desolation, the New Aeon. See above.
19

See Dame Frances Yates’ classic work The Rosicrucian Enlightenment (1972) for a discussion on the
significance of the symbol and theorems of Dee’s Hieroglyphic Monad. While the Yates study has aged in
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an angel invites John the Divine to seership of the secrets of Heaven and is the point in the
narrative just before the breaking of the seven seals and the appearance of the Four Horsemen
of the Apocalypse. Deborah Harkness has suggested Dee’s Monas Hieroglyphica “was his
attempt to take mankind to that point in cosmic history and that level of cosmic ontology
through a universal, exegetical science so that a door would open in the heavens and further
marvels could be revealed.” 20 It is tempting to conclude that Dee saw himself as a modern
day John the Divine.
From the perspective of Scientific Illuminism, Dee was successful. The opening of
the secret door of the heavens and those “further marvels” are the revelations of θέλημα and
The Vision and the Voice.21 For while the enochian angels certainly foretold the end times
they also foresaw the new: “But I begynne new worldes, new people, new kings, & new
knowledge of a new Government;” “New worlds, shall spring of these. New manners:
strange men;” “The old ways cease, the new begin.”
The Angels of Dee and Kelley in some measure foresaw the New Aeon as had the
seers and prophets of the Old. It is not surprising that key among these prophecies is as we
have seen, Revelation in the New Testament canon, while in the Old Testament, the Book of
Daniel stands out. The Vision and the Voice brings to bear Daniel’s “the abomination that
maketh desolate” (Daniel 12:11, KJV), something pointedly referenced at various times in the
scriptural narrative of The Vision and the Voice. While a standard exegesis of Daniel points
to that ‘abomination’ as the desecration of the (Jerusalem) Temple by “the wicked King”
Antiochus Ephipanes (I Maccabees I:10-28), as J. Daniel Gunther remarked:

terms of contemporary rosicrucian scholarship, the thesis concerning the Monad is compelling. As an example
of contemporary esoteric scholarship on the Hieroglyphic Monad and its relationship to core Golden Dawn
doctrine, see for example T. Burns and J.A. Moore, “The Hieroglyphic Monad of John Dee
Theorems I-XVII: A Guide to the Outer Mysteries” in the Journal of the Western Mystery Tradition
No. 13, Vol. 2. Vernal Equinox 2007 (http://jwmt.org/v2n13/sign.html).
20

D.E. Harkness, John Dee’s Conversations with Angels: Cabala, Alchemy and the End of Nature (1999) p.90.

21

In the cosmic historical cycles of the A∴A∴ of 600 and 300 year currents and sub-currents respectively,
Crowley attributed Dee and Kelley to the 300 year sub-current prior to Aiwass and To Mega Therion. See the
Commentary to Liber LXV:IV:22, The Equinox IV:1 (1996) p.143. In Chapter 187 of Liber Aleph, Crowley
commented “This nevertheless is sure (or the learned Casaubon, publishing the Record of that Word with the
Magician Dee, sayeth falsely) that an Angel did declare unto Kelly the Very Axiomata of our Law of Thelema, in
good Measure, and plainly; but Dee, afflicted by the Fixity of his Tenets that were of the Slave-Gods, was
wroth, and by his Authority prevailed upon the other, who was indeed not wholly perfected as an Instrument,
or the World ready for that Sowing.” See Liber Aleph (1991) p. 187. For the “door that would open in the
heavens” or the secret door, see AL:III:38. On the currents and sub-currents of A.’.A.’., see the forthcoming
title by Shiva X°, Aspiring to the Holy Order, Book Two: The Flight of the Bennu Bird, in preparation.
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“The biblical prophets of the “old time” proclaimed that they beheld the “end
of days,” and in this they were partially correct. They had the vision of the end
of their own time - when the sacrifice would indeed be removed from the Temple,
when sacrifice would be declared abrogate and the oblation cease.” 22
Gunther’s description is telling. The new time is θέλημα and it is revealed in The
Vision and the Voice which is steeped in Temple symbolism, a Key to its reading. As Aaron
Leitch matter of factly put it, “you might say that if the Book of the Law were Thelema’s
Torah, then The Vision and the Voice would be Thelema’s Talmud.” 23 In that ‘talmūd’ תַּ לְ מּוד
means “instruction, learning” - he has a point. “This book of the law shall not depart out of
thy mouth; but thou shalt meditate therein day and night, that thou mayest observe to do
according to all that is written therein: for then thou shalt make thy way prosperous, and then
thou shalt have good success” Joshua 1:8 KJV. The Key to that meditation is The Vision and
the Voice.
If The Vision and the Voice is steeped in Temple symbolism (that is, the Jerusalem
Temple and specifically, the cult of the First Temple), moreso is Revelation, which as we
have already seen has strong associations with both θέλημα and Dee’s enochian. Much of
this can be explained by the ubiquity of Temple imagery in western magic, alchemy and
qabalah. This is so deep and intrinsic a symbolic or archetypal template that it can get
overlooked or remain unrealized (unconscious) as the source Imago in the western esoteric
tradition. 24 Likewise, the Temple can be forgotten, trivialised or taken for granted amidst the
tradition’s evolutionary and syncretic blending with classical paganism, hermeticism, and
other more modern and universal currents. Yet the Temple remains a structural semiotic
Key. The implications of a Temple setting has consequences for how we read Dee, and for

22

Initiation in the Aeon of the Child, p. 30. See Daniel 9:27 “And he shall make a firm covenant with many for
one week: and in the midst of the week he shall cause the sacrifice and the oblation to cease; and upon the
wing of abominations shall come one that maketh desolate; and even unto the full end, and that determined,
shall wrath be poured out upon the desolate.” See also Daniel 11:31 and 12:11.
23

The Essential Enochian Grimoire, p. 67.

24

While digressionary to this paper, it is no coincidence that Crowley’s spiritual biography detailing his
progress through the grades of A.’.A.’. (mystically encountered in The Vision and the Voice) was called ‘The
Temple of Solomon the King’ or that he reconstituted the Order of Knights Templar - with its historical Temple
links and later Freemasonic Temple and Templar lore - in the form of Ordo Templi Orientis (OTO). In enochian
magic, the archangel Michael revealed the magical ring he had given Solomon, commanding Dee to use the
same, “Without this, thou shalt do nothing…” (14 March, 1582), See John Dee’s Five Books of Mystery, pp. 7879.
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that matter, The Vision and the Voice and the new Temple. As theologian Margaret Barker
astutely put it:
“...the original gospel message was about the temple, not the corrupted temple
of Jesus’ own time, but the original temple which had been destroyed some
600 years25 earlier...The restoration of the first temple was the hope of the first
Christians, and to set them, their writings and presentation of Jesus anywhere
else than in the temple setting distorts what they were preaching and
misrepresents the original gospel. The Book of Revelation is the key to
understanding early Christianity. Because it is steeped in temple imagery,
most people find it an opaque and impossible text, but people who thought
in this ‘temple’ manner also wrote and read the rest of the New Testament. If we
read it in any other way, we are reading our own meaning into the texts and
are not connecting to the original teachings of the Church.”26

The early Christians regarded The Book of Enoch (1 Enoch) - recalling that the intent
of Dee’s enochian work was to obtain this text - as scripture. Importantly, in The Vision and
the Voice 4th Aethyr it is written “And in the Book of Enoch was first given the wisdom of
the New Aeon.” The Dead Sea Scrolls indicate The Book of Enoch was one of the most
widely used books in Jesus’ times. In one passage it recounts how after the judgment of
fallen angels the Lord of the sheep would carry away the Temple and set up something
greater in its place (1 Enoch 90.28-29). It would have been a common expectation in and
around Palestine at the time of Jesus that the Messiah to come (the Good Shepherd) would
destroy and rebuild the Temple. In John 2.19 Jesus claims that prophecy of Enoch for
himself when he said “Destroy this temple, and in three days I will raise it up” KJV. This
would become one of the two charges laid against Jesus (Mark 14:58 KJV) . The other
likewise relates to his claiming of the prophecy of Enoch - that of being the Messiah
(Matthew 26:63).27 Critically, this gives us two of the most important but probably more
overlooked attributes and expectations of the Messiah - to destroy and rebuild the Temple.

25

See note 21.

26

Margaret Barker, Temple Theology: an introduction (2004) p.1. [Italics mine]

27

In responding to the charge Mark 14:62 differs from Matthew 26:64 with the addition of two important
words: “I am.”
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We may recall that it was on the third day of the writing of The Book of the Law the
prophet was adjured to “Get the stele of revealing itself; set it in thy secret temple”
(AL:III:10) and told “That stele they shall call the Abomination of Desolation”
(AL:III:19).28 In The Vision and the Voice 26th Aethyr comes the vision of that Stele
of Revealing signifying the death of the past Aeon. “So when you see the abomination of
desolation spoken of by the prophet Daniel, standing in the holy place (let the reader
understand), then let those who are in Judea flee to the mountains” Matthew 24:15-16 KJV.
Verily and Amen.
The “holy place” is a direct reference to the Temple. The holy place was separated
from the ‘most holy’ or ‘most holy place’ - the holy of holies - by the Temple veil. The
Temple replicated the Tabernacle of Moses, the tent that housed the Ark of the Covenant:
“And thou shalt hang up the vail under the taches, that thou mayest bring in thither within the
vail the ark of the testimony: and the vail shall divide unto you between the holy place and
the most holy” Exodus 26:33 KJV. The veil therefore concealed the ark and the chariot
throne. Both the Temple and Tabernacle were microcosms of creation - but whereas the holy
place was a passive holy, the most holy actively imparted holiness.29 Only the High Priest
entered the holy of holies, the second or secret Temple once a year on the Day of Atonement,
“But into the second went the high priest alone once every year, not without blood, which he
offered for himself, and for the errors of the people” Hebrews 9:7 KJV.
Of the veil of the Temple, the Romano-Jewish historian Josephus (born to a priestly
family) wrote: “it was a Babylonian curtain, embroidered with blue, and fine linen, and
scarlet, and purple: and of a contexture that was truly wonderful. Nor was this mixture of
colours without its mystical interpretation: but was a kind of image of the universe” Of the
War, Book V:5:4. Josephus went on to interpret the colours as signifying the elements, as did
the Hellenistic Jewish philosopher Philo of Alexandria. In other words, the veil of the
Temple represented matter and was the boundary between heaven and earth. To enter the
holy of holies therefore, was to enter heaven. The vestments of the High Priest represented
the veil (“For in the long garment was the whole veil” Wisdom 18:24 KJV) which he divested
upon entering the holy of holies. Thus Jesus, described as the High Priest in Hebrews - “But
Christ being come an high priest of good things to come, by a greater and more perfect
tabernacle, not made with hands, that is to say, not of this building” Heb. 9:11 KJV - is
likened to the veil of the Temple, “By a new and living way, which he hath consecrated for
28

See note 25 and related text.

29

See for example Haggai 2 and Ezra 2.63 for discussion and distinction on ‘holy’ and ‘most holy.’
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us, through the veil, that is to say, his flesh” Heb 10:20 KJV. Beyond the veil the High Priest
was in heaven and divine; a shining one robed in the garments of glory of the resurrection
body. ‘No man’ but divine - “And there shall be no man in the tabernacle of the congregation
when he goeth in to make an atonement in the holy place...” Leviticus 16:17 KJV30
This followed a long tradition ranging from the shining Moses at Sinai (Exodus 34
29-30), to the veiling of the divine brilliance. Theodotus 38 says:

A river goes from under the throne of Space and flows into the void of
the creation, which is Gehenna, and it is never filled, though the fire flows
from the beginning of creation. And Space itself is fiery. Therefore, he says,
it has a veil in order that the things may not be destroyed by the sight of it.
And only the archangel enters it, and to typify this the high priest every year
enters the holy of holies.

In the early Hekhalot literature this originated with the veiling of the Father YHVH:

The glorious king [ie. YHVH] covers his face, otherwise the heaven or
Arabot would burst open in the middle, because of the glorious brilliance,
beautiful brightness, lovely splendour, and radiant praises of the
appearance of the Holy One, Blessed by He. (3.En.22B.6)
And: “R. Ishmael said: Metatron said to me: Come and I will show you the curtain
(pargod) of the Omnipresent One, which is spread before the Holy One, blessed be he…
(3.En.45.1.64).”
While The Vision and the Voice heralds a New Aeon where “the Name  ְיהֹ וָהis
broken in a thousand pieces (against the Cubic Stone)” (30th Aethyr) and Jehovah himself
bewails “Woe, woe unto me! These are they that hear not prayer...Accursed am I unto the
aeons” (26th Aethyr), 31 the brilliance of the Father - as distinct from that of Jehovah the
jealous and ignorant demiurge - with its association to the Temple veil is a recurring theme:

Verily, I say unto thee, many are the adepts that have looked
upon the back parts of my father, and cried, “our eyes fail before
30

[Italics mine]

31

See also the 16th Aethyr.
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the glory of thy countenance.”
And with that he gives the sign of the rending of the veil…” 18th Aethyr 32

For the Temple veil has now become the Veil of the Abyss. That the seers and priests
and prophets like Ezekiel, Enoch and the authors of Revelation had extraordinary visions of
the holy of holies - in some cases long after its furnishings had disappeared from the Temple
- suggests in priestly practice and otherworldly visitation and vision the most holy could
indeed traverse a threshold between heaven and earth, the human and the divine. That
experience undergoes a systemic and aeonic transformation in θέλημα as revealed in The
Vision and the Voice and other sacred writings.
Within the context of the Temple, reading θέλημα and The Vision and the Voice in
particular take on extraordinary new dimensions. To revisit Daniel Gunther’s comments
quoted earlier:
“The biblical prophets of the “old time” proclaimed that they beheld the “end
of days,” and in this they were partially correct. They had the vision of the end
of their own time - when the sacrifice would indeed be removed from the Temple,
when sacrifice would be declared abrogate and the oblation cease.” 33
While further reference to the Temple symbolism in θέλημα will be made, a full
appreciation and study of “Temple theology” in θέλημα greatly exceeds this paper’s scope. 34
To speak plainly if perhaps over-simplistically, we may see in The Vision and the Voice the
establishment of the new Temple and the worship of the true theogony, no longer the
exclusive purview of the High Priest, but open to all aspirants to the Mysteries who genuinely
pursue its Great Work.35
What is consistent in the old accounts of the prophets (for example 2 and 3 Enoch) is
that beyond the veil of the Temple there would be an anointing, a vesting in garments of
glory (the resurrection body) and the seer-prophet-priest would become an Angel. In
Blessings 1QSb IV from the Dead Sea Scrolls is the tender and beautiful surviving fragment
of an old hymn:

32

See also Exodus 33:22-23.

33

See note 26.

34

This is however the special research interest of the Saint Augustine Theological Circle in the Australian
section of Ecclesia Gnostica Catholica.
35

See Liber X Porta Lucis 17-18.
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May you be as an Angel of the Presence in the abode of holiness
To the glory of the God of [Hosts].
May you attend upon the service in the temple of the Kingdom
And decree destiny in company with the Angels of the Presence.

This is a radical mysticism. If the priests of the Temple were angels, the High Priest
would be their chief, the Mighty Angel, and if we treat the angels (the priests) as the host of
heaven - the angelic hosts ( צבאותsabaoth) - the High Priest must be the Lord of Hosts (hence
Jesus was referred to both as Lord and High Priest).36
The key is in the same hebrew word being used for ‘angel’ and ‘messenger,’ מלאך
( שליחmalak or malak yhvh - messenger of god). This allows us to reread scripture in terms
of a tradition of angelic priests (for example, Malachai 2.7 “a priest...is the angel of the Lord
of Hosts” KJV).37 “The high priest was the chief of the angels, the Mighty Angel, the Great
Angel. He was the key figure in the Book of Revelation, emerging from heaven, that is, from
the holy of holies.”38 The high priest, resurrected and ‘no man’ beyond the veil, was an angel
figure, the Son of God: “Neither can they die any more: for they are equal unto the angels;
and are the children of God, being the children of the resurrection” Luke 20:36 KJV.
In the Tarot of θέλημα, this has some bearing on the tarot card, Atu XX The Aeon.
The Master Therion notes that in the Old Aeon this card was called The Angel or The Last
Judgment, and represented the destruction of the world by fire (ie. The New Aeon). The new
card represents the Stele of Revealing (ie. the Message of the Angel) for the “children of the
resurrection,” referred to in θέλημα as “the children of the light.” 39 This repeats the theme
mentioned above, that the new Temple and Angelic consummation are open to all aspirants to
the Mysteries who genuinely pursue its Great Work.
The texts of the prophet Enoch are graphic. “And the Lord said to Michael, “Go, and
take Enoch from his earthly clothing and anoint him with my delightful oil and put on him

36

This tradition continues in the worship of θέλημα where the OTO Priest of Ecclesia Gnostica Catholica is
referred to in Liber XV, the OTO Gnostic Mass, as “Priest and King” [Italics mine]. Likewise, the initiate of
θέλημα must unite - achieve Knowledge and Conversation and Consummation - with the Angel, ultimately
constituted a Master of the Temple. [Italics mine.]
37

I have substituted ‘angel’ for ‘messenger.’

38

M. Barker, The Revelation of Jesus Christ which God gave to him to show to his servants what must soon take
place (Revelation 1.1) (2000) p. 35. See for example Rev 10 1-11.
39

See The Vision and the Voice 19th, 9th and 8th Aethyrs. See also Liber XC Tzaddi 3, 27; AL I:5,12,15, Liber
CCCLXX A’Ash 30. Compare to the lopsided “children of light” of 1 Thessalonians 5:5. See also Ephesians 5:8.
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the clothes of my Glory.”...And I looked at myself and I had become one of his glorious
ones” (2 Enoch 22).40
The anointing transforms the High Priest into a Messiah, a Christ (the anointed) - one
who has been raised or resurrected:

And as he prayed, the fashion of his countenance was altered,
and his raiment was white and glistering. And, behold, there talked
with him two men, which were Moses and Elias: Who appeared in
glory, and spake of his decease which he should accomplish at
Jerusalem. But Peter and they that were with him were heavy with
sleep: and when they were awake, they saw his glory, and the two
men that stood with him (Luke 9:29-32).

In the New Aeon, with the sacrifice abrogate and the oblation ceased, the new High
Priest of the Temple is the Master of the Temple (Magister Templi), NEMO (no man):

And he saith: No man hath beheld the face of my Father. Therefore
he that hath beheld it is called NEMO...but there is one among them,
which one I know not, that shall be a man - child, whose name shall be
NEMO, when he hath beheld the face of the Father, and become blind.
The Vision and the Voice, 13th Aethyr 41

The Angel of the Presence mentioned earlier, in hebrew Mal'ak ha-Panim or Mal'akh
ha-Panim,  מלאך הפor the The Angel of his Presence (see for example Isaiah 63:9) is literally
The Angel of the Face ie. those that have beheld the face (or presence) of the Father.
The Vision and the Voice details the preparation (initiation) of the High Priest - who
perfects the consummation with the praeterhuman Angel through the ordeal of the Abyss in
this new Angelic priesthood. What distinguishes the new Temple from the old is that all of
us may take up the inward journey to this exalted office. The sacrifice has been removed
from the Temple and salvation is no longer through the blood of another but by your own in
the Graal of BABALON. This is both the consecrated life of aspiration as well as the new
worship and Sacrament of the Aeon:
40

Compare with the doctrine of the chosen ones in θέλημα, see AL:I:15,17,31,51 and AL:II:19,25,53,65.

41

This doctrine is referenced throughout this Aethyr. See also the 12th Aethyr.
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And this is the comedy of Pan, that is played at night in the thick forest.
And this is the mystery of Dionysus Zagreus, that is celebrated upon
the holy mountain of Kithairon. And this is the secret of the brothers of
the Rosy Cross; and this is the heart of the ritual that is accomplished in
the Vault of the Adepts that is hidden in the Mountain of the Caverns,
even the Holy Mountain Abiegnus. 12 Aethyr 42
The Vision and the Voice shows the way, the truth and the life - “for no man cometh
unto the Father, but by me.”43
The Temple tradition continues in the fourfold method the Master employs tending to
his disciples. Certain disciples are especially anointed to follow the Way of their Master, and
to work and walk with that Messiah who anointed the
Magister.44 “The Holy Oil is emblematic of Grace and the Chrism of the Holy One, a
gift which originates from above...It was used only on those set apart for Holy Service.
Those who have received this sacred anointing may come to perceive that this is the least
merciful of all the Hierophantic methods of the Magister, for it unfailingly affirms that the
one so anointed treads upon the Path that is both beautiful and terrible, the Path of sacred
Service to Mankind that leads ultimately to the lonely frontier of the Abyss.”45
The original Temple veil, as matter, made visible what passed through it from beyond
the veil. 46 This is now reflected in the Work of the Masters below the veil for “every man
that is called NEMO hath a garden that he tendeth” 13th Aethyr. Those who have followed
the averse Path of θέλημα will indeed establish the “abomination of desolation spoken of by
the prophet Daniel, standing in the holy place” Matthew 24:15-16. This averse path is
referred to as walking upon your hands - “And they that walk upon their hands shall build the
holy place” 16th Aethyr.47 That is to say, “Thy kingdom come. Thy will be done in earth, as
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Crowley commented “All these Mysteries are taught in the O.’.T.’.O.’.”, The Equinox IV:2 p. 151.

43

John 14:6. It is telling that the evangelist reflected on the Cleansing of the Temple (John 2:13-22) with the
words “But he spake of the temple of his body” (John 2:2).
44

On this difficult topic and doctrine, see Initiation in the Aeon the Child, Ch. 5 and The Angel and the Abyss Ch
8. See also the 25th Aethyr.
45

The Angel & the Abyss, pp. 197-198. See also the 13th Aethyr.
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In θέλημα, this is graphically depicted in the OTO Gnostic Mass where the Priestess appears before the veil
of the Temple with the words “Greeting of Earth and Heaven!”
47

There is an associated technical Mystery: “Blessed are they who have turned the Eye of Hoor unto the
zenith, for they shall be filled with the vigour of the Goat” (16th Aethyr), Crowley commenting “The Eye of
Hoor turned to the Zenith refers to a Mystery of Magick, practical and puissant, which the student must be left
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it is in heaven.” Matthew 6:10 KJV. “Blessing unto the name of the Beast...And the throne of
his spirit is a mighty throne of madness and desolation, so that they that look upon it shall
cry: Behold the abomination” 16th Aethyr.
In the Temple we learn from Enoch (1 Enoch 14 and Similitudes) the throne was
surrounded by the hosts of heaven, typically treated as the angelic hosts ( צבאותsabaoth) as
mentioned earlier. However, we also learn from the apostates of Deuteronomy 4:19 and
Kings 23:4 that hosts of heaven could refer to the sun, moon and stars, and most specifically
the stars (Psalms 33:6 and Isaiah 34:4). In the New Aeon this has returned as the Knowledge
and Conversation of the Angel, in the angelic priesthood,open to all with “The unveiling of
the company of heaven” for “Every man and every woman is a star” AL:I:2-3, the Star
Goddess Nuit herself imploring “Help me, o warrior lord of Thebes, in my unveiling before
the Children of men!” AL:I:5. “Now ye shall know that the chosen priest & apostle of
infinite space is the prince-priest the Beast; and in his woman called the Scarlet Woman is all
power given. They shall gather my children into their fold: they shall bring the glory of the
stars into the hearts of men. For he is ever a sun, and she a moon. But to him is the winged
secret flame, and to her the stooping starlight.” AL:1:15-16.48
There is one final and what might seem like a pretty “out there” point to make, on the
Angelic priesthood of the Temple. In Crowley’s notes for a New Commentary on The Book
of the Law he wrote that Aiwaz, the praeterhuman messenger of The Book of the Law, “is the
true most ancient name of the God of the Yezidis, and thus returns to the highest Antiquity.
Our work is therefore historically authentic, the rediscovery of the Sumerian tradition.” 49 In
the published “New Commentary” (The Law is for All), these remarks make more sense of
his comment to Chapter One verse One, where on Nuit and Hadit, Crowley notes his
colleague Samuel Bar Aiwaz “identifies them with ANU and ADAD the supreme Mother and

to solve for himself,” The Equinox IV:2 p. 126. See however both the New and Old Comments to AL:I:57, The
Law is for All (1996) pp. 77-78. It should be remarked of the fortress or Tower, Atu XVI in the Tarot, that
“Tower” was a common designation of the holy of holies, the House of God, for eg. The Assumption of Moses
2.4 reads “The court of his tabernacle and the tower of his sanctuary”, while in Christian adoption, Hermas
Parables 9.7.1 “The Son of God is Lord of the tower.” The Tarot is as much a history and ontology as it is an
alchemy and mystical anatomy of the New Aeon, collective and individual.
48

Note that the stars on the robe of the Magister Templi represent the stars of the Night of Pan or humanity,
the Host of heaven.
49

Warburg File K.I., quoted in Tobias Churton, “Aleister Crowley and the Yezidis”, in Aleister Crowley and
Western Esotericism, eds. Henrik Bogdan and Martin P. Starr.
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Father deities of the Sumerians. Taken in connection with the AIWAZ identification, this is
very striking indeed.”50
Samuel Bar Aiwaz was wrong about Anu and Adad being the supreme Mother and
Father deities of the Sumerians. And Crowley was wrong to identify the Yezidi with the
Sumerians. Crowley’s identification was based on the scholarship of British archaeologist,
Leonard Woolley, who mistook Ur in southern Mesopotamia (modern day Iraq), which he
excavated, with Ur Kaśdim, "Ur of the Chaldees," referred to in the Bible as the birthplace of
the Patriarch Abraham (Genesis 11;28, 11:31, 15:7, Nehemiah 9:7). The Ur of the Chaldees
was Urartu, the biblical "Ararat" (Genesis 8:4, 2 Kings 19:37, Isaiah 37:38, Jeremiah 51:27),
the Kurdish mountains of South Armenia and Turkey. Abraham is said to have been the son
of an Armenian Mithani (“One House”) King. “The historian Eusebius, writing in the early
fourth century, quoted fragments of Eupolemus, a now-lost Jewish historian of the second
century B.C.E., as saying that "around the time of Abraham, the Armenians invaded the
Syrians." This is held to correspond to the arrival of the Mithani. 51 The Crowley biographer
and Yezidi scholar, Tobias Churton, believes “there is a relationship between their [Yezidi]
ancestors and the Mithani of Urartu and the Paddan Aram...On this basis, the Jews and Yezidi
Kurds have common ancestry,” which makes sense given the traditional Yezidi locales. 52
This lengthy digression was necessary as Crowley’s quite unusual identification of
Aiwaz to the “God of the Yezidis,” could be a reference to Melek (“Lord or King”) Tawus
(Aiwass?), the Yezidi “Peacock Angel”? In Hebrew, Melek would be ( מלאך שליחmalak or
malak yhvh - “messenger of god”), but noting from before that the same word signifies an
angel (ie. The Angel of the Presence, in hebrew Mal'ak ha-Panim or Mal'akh ha-Panim,
 מלאך הפor the The Angel of his Presence). As I said, this allows us to reread scripture and
Temple lore in terms of a tradition of angelic priests, which in the New Aeon is represented
50

Aleister Crowley, The Law is for All, eds. Louis Wilkinson and Hymenaeus Beta, p. 25.
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See http://www.newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/Mitanni. While not germane to this discussion, but
certainly connected to it, the radically innovative Pharaoh, Akhenaten, who sought to revolutionize Egyptian
religion through the worship of one sole God, the solar disc or Aten, had close relations with the Mithani royal
house. His family for generations had more and more empowered and favored the Heliopolitan priesthood
over the Theban, while intermarriage with the Mithani had led to a rich cross fertilization of ideas and
reputation as free thinkers. This possibly or more likely probably, extended to new religious ideas.
Importantly, Akhenaten’s forebears (Amenhotep II, Tuthmose IV, Amenhotep III) increasingly saw in the Aten,
forms of Ra-Horakhti (Ra Hoor Khuit), such as “Ra-Horakhti-Khepra-Atum of Heliopolis.” This ultimated in
Akhenaten’s monotheism for Ra-Horakhti. Likewise, Abraham’s belief in a single deity may also be of Mithani
influence. These connections behind the Mithani, the bloodline of Akhenaten, their radical religion of Ra Hoor
Khuit, and the Abrahamic religions - the People of the Book - may well explain the revelation of the theogony
of The Book of the Law in this New Aeon. This theme is taken up in Shiva X°, Aeonic Psychology, in
preparation. See also above.
52

Tobias Churton to Stephen J. King, private communication, Jan 19, 2017.
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by those ‘Lords or Kings’ who have consummated the Knowledge and Conversation with the
Great Angel. “For I am not only appointed to guard thee, but we are of the blood royal, the
guardians of the Treasure-house of Wisdom. Therefore am I called the Minister of Ra Hoor
Khuit: and yet he is but the Viceroy of the unknown King.” (8th Aethyr). “And there cometh
a peacock into the stone, filling the whole Aire. It is like the vision called the Universal
Peacock, or, rather, like a representation of that vision. And now there are countless clouds of
white angels filling the Aire as the peacock dissolves.” (20th Aethyr) “And now the peacock's
head is again changed into a woman's head sparkling and coruscating with its own light of
gems. But I look upwards, seeing that she is called the footstool of the Holy One, even as
Binah is called His throne.” (7th Aethyr)
Recalling again the initial reference to the 26th Aethyr that led to the elaborations of
past paragraphs, it is only after the vision of the Abomination of Desolation that the new
Temple, its theogony and officers, are revealed. After a manner, these too are straight out of
Revelation which is straight out of First Temple lore. By this measure the officers in the new
Temple for the preparation of the High Priest in The Vision and the Voice are the Temple
kerubim. In their aeonic and theogonic sense they are of course, much more than just the
Four Beasts who now keep watch and ward at the Abyss in the ceremony of the Magister.
However the Imago Dei of their archetypal substrates are the Lion, Eagle, Man and Bull
(Ezekiel 1:10). While now thought of and worshipped by men as Chaos and BABALON, 53
the Fire Kerub (the Lion God of Horus, the Beast) appears in the 25th Aethyr; the WaterKerub, the Scarlet Woman appears in the 24th Aethyr. The assisting Earth and Air Kerubs
appear in the 23rd Aethyr.
In Temple lore, two representations of these creatures were placed in the holy of
holies (1 Kings 6:23-28; 2 Chronicles 3:10-14) and two on the mercy seat above the ark
(Exodus 25:18-20). In Revelation they summon the four riders (Rev. 6:1-7) and one hands
over the seven golden bowls of wrath to the angels leaving the Temple (Rev. 15:7). While
with a mythological presence throughout Near Eastern religious impulses, the kerubim are
best viewed as heavenly guardians of the holy of holies.
The composite Beast of θέλημα, like the similarly composite Beast of Rev:17, carries
“the woman drunken with the blood of the saints, and with the blood of the martyrs of Jesus”
Rev 17:6, “BABYLON THE GREAT, THE MOTHER OF HARLOTS AND ABOMINATIONS OF THE
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See the Comment to the 24 Aethyr in the ‘Synopsis to The Vision and the Voice,’ The Equinox IV:2 p. 32. See
also the Creed in the OTO Gnostic Catholic Mass, Liber XV.
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EARTH” Rev 17:5.54 The conjunction of BABALON and the Beast in the kerubic sense
indicates a new set of relations, a juxtaposition, a functional opposition or coincidentia
oppositorum55 that is enunciated in The Vision and the Voice. We may call this the kerubic
shift.56
With the Great Return of the Mother of Abominations, redemption in the New Aeon
is no longer represented by the coronation of the elements through the name of Jesus ( )יהשוהone of the “gods of men” (AL:III:49) cursed in The Book of the Law. 57 As mentioned above,
redemption now follows the averse path, described as a transfiguration from Virgin to Mother
and her coronation in the City of Night, referred to as the Holy Mountain Zion, the City of the
Pyramids.58 The transfiguration from Virgin (daughter) to Bride (mother) signifies in Temple
lore the return of the Queen of
Heaven,59 historically the ancient goddess of Jerusalem banished by Temple reformers
in the seventh century BCE.
The Queen of Heaven ( מלכת השמים, Malkath haShamayim) was an archetypal
Goddess figure worshipped throughout the Near East. In Jeremiah 44:16-18 we read:

As for the word that thou hast spoken unto us in the name of the LORD,
we will not hearken unto thee. But we will certainly do whatsoever thing
goeth forth out of our own mouth, to burn incense unto the queen of heaven,
and to pour out drink offerings unto her, as we have done, we, and our fathers,
our kings, and our princes, in the cities of Judah, and in the streets of Jerusalem:
for then had we plenty of victuals, and were well, and saw no evil. But since we
54

The corrected spelling BABALON was revealed in The Vision and the Voice. It was spelt Babylon until after
the 10th Aethyr, ie. after the passing of the Abyss.
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A term coined by the great German theologian and philosopher Nicholas of Cusa. Interestingly, Morimichi
Watanabe, citing a German paper by Fritz Nagel, notes that Dee was indebted to Cusa’s De coniecturis for
Dee’s term “experimental science,” which included his conception of magic. M. Watanabe, ‘An Appreciation’
in Introducing Nicholas of Cusa: a guide to a Renaissance Man eds. Bellitto, Izbicki & Christianson (2004) note 5
pg. 401.
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In Jewish mythopoeia, we may treat this as the return of the kerubim to the Temple in the time of the
Messiah, foretold in Numbers Rabbah XV.10. That time is now!
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See AL:III 49 - 54. In other words their formula or worship has been superseded. See The Vision and the
Voice 3rd Aethyr: “And Satan is worshipped by men under the name of Jesus; and Lucifer is worshipped by
men under the name of Brahma; and Leviathan is worshipped by men under the name of Allah; and Belial is
worshipped by men under the name of Buddha. (This is the meaning of the passage in Liber Legis, Chap. III.).”
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See for example the 14th, 12th, 8th and 6th Aethyrs. For a thorough examination consult the works of J.
Daniel Gunther referenced in this paper.
59

See AL:I:27, 33.
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left off to burn incense to the queen of heaven, and to pour out drink offerings unto
her, we have wanted all things, and have been consumed by the sword and by
the famine. KJV
She appears in the vision of Isaiah (7:15), “Behold, the virgin shall conceive and bear
a son, and shall call his name Immanuel” (ie. “God with us”) and is transformed in the
visions of the prophets to symbolize the plights of the exilic people. She appears as Wisdom
in the Wisdom literature of the Ben Sira and 1 Enoch, while the Jewish refugees in Egypt
following the destruction of Jerusalem in 586 BCE (the papyrus of Yeb) worshipped her as
the goddess Anat-Yahu.
Both Jesus and John the Baptist reference the Wisdom literature (Luke 7 and 11).
While in Revelation the Goddess is a key and antagonistic figure in the form of the Woman
clothed with the Sun and the Harlot, the formula is corrected and resolved in θέλημα in the
forms of Nuit and BABALON, of Virgin ( הheh final) becoming the Bride ( הheh prima), that
is הה, the daughter is the mother. However, as mentioned earlier before this digression into
the goddess archetype θέλημα draws from and fulfils, the new theogony laid forth in The
Vision and the Voice - “...our Lady the Scarlet Woman, Babalon the Mother of
Abominations, the bride of Chaos, that rideth upon our Lord the Beast” (Liber Cheth 1) requires a shift in kerubic arrangements, given the woman now rides the Beast and the new
averse path of redemption.
As evidenced in The Hierophant and the Universe cards of the Thoth Tarot, the Eagle
kerub is now in the upper left position and the Man kerub in the upper right, a reversal of the
traditional arrangement. While too complex to get into in this place, 60 the Eagle is also
named the Dragon or Eagle-Dragon and the Man is now represented as a Woman. When
aligned diagonally to the pentagrammaton, the (Scarlet) Woman is now functionally opposed
to the Bull (Beast) and the Lion to the Eagle-Dragon (ie. Lion-Serpent), thus giving the Signs
of N.O.X. and in another sense, the Kerubic Officers in the ceremony of the Master of the
Temple. “Therefore is the Eagle made one with the Man, and the gallows of infamy dance
with the fruit of the just” Liber LXV III:59.
It is no surprise that concomitant to this unveiling of the new Temple, The Vision and
the Voice conceals and reveals the doctrine of the Messiah in the New Aeon. This is one of
the most sacred and secret doctrines of θέλημα, beloved of its adepti. The reader is
encouraged to consult the works of J. Daniel Gunther on this recondite subject, which can
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See The Angel & The Abyss, Ch. 5 The Fruit of the Just.
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serve as a study guide through The Vision and the Voice.61 The recourse to scripture in this
paper is sufficient to indicate a continuous Temple apocalyptic and the rest can be left to
one’s own Vision and Voice!
What can be mentioned here is that in the mystical rapture of the 7th Aethyr, where
the averse qabalistic New Aeon formula of the Virgin ( הheh final) becoming the Bride ( הheh
prima) is experienced, 62 the Master of the Temple encounters the path of ( דdaleth). It is
significant to note that here the Woman of the Apocalypse is experienced and the Edenic
serpent Nechesh  ׁנָחָ שis described as the Messiah ַמָ ִׁשיח,63 the Child of Adam and Eve. This
parallels Revelation where the Woman of the Apocalypse 64 gives birth to the child Messiah
(Rev. 11.19 - 12.6) who is then “caught up unto God, and to his throne.” The vision of John
in Rev 11:19 is replete with pure Temple symbolism. As the Aethyr is also a commentary on
the doctrine “The word of Sin is restriction” (AL:I:41), the Temple related apocalyptic of the
text - and indeed, the High Priestly origin of the Apocalypses 65 - is further illustrated by the
quoting of the prophet Ezekiel (18:23) and the Proverbs of Solomon (1:26) in the Aethyr.
The connecting of the serpent, the Messiah, the Great Name, Eden and the Temple to
AL:1:41 and the exhortation of Ezekiel reflect the key principle and formula of θέλημα, that
of the spiritual being made one with the material, ie. the formula of Horus, the child, the
future. “Thy kingdom come. Thy will be done in earth, as it is in heaven.” Matthew 6:10
KJV. If we recall that the original Temple was designed to replicate the days of creation in
Genesis, 66 what we now see in the 7th as well as other Aethyrs with Edenic and creation
themes, is a new sense of how this is to be applied in the New Aeon, in the new Temple with
the transition from High Priest to Magister. It is explained in the 27th Aethyr where Crowley
comments “This is the use to which BABALON puts the Blood of the Masters of the
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See Initiation in the Aeon of the Child Ch. 5 and The Angel & The Abyss Ch. 8.
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This can be compared for historico-spiritual context with the gates of righteousness in the Haqdamat Sefer
ha-Zohar 1:8a. Daniel Matt’s commentary explaining “Shekinah is called Righteousness. Through her one
enters the realm of sefirot and can eventually ascend to Wisdom.” The Zohar states in the same passage
“Whoever attains one attains the other” as the higher Wisdom is reflected in the lower Wisdom (Shekinah),
The Zohar Vol. 1 Prizker Edition, translated and commentary by Daniel C. Matt (2004) p. 50
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This further relates to the doctrine of the Great Name that has a practical application in both OTO and
A.’.A.’.. See Initiation in the Aeon of the Child, p. 135. The Serpent is the Redeemer.
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Rev 12:1 should be compared to Liber LXV:I:28.
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See for example, M. Barker, “Beyond the Veil of the Temple. The High Priestly Origin of the Apocalypses’,
http://www.margaretbarker.com/Papers/BeyondtheVeil.pdf.
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Temple...to vivify the Rose of Universal Creation, ie. the Attainment of the Master of the
Temple fills the World with Life and Beauty.”67
This is the creation of the new world, communicated to Dee by the Angels. Governed
by a new spiritual law with a Tradition that emanates from Temple law and its ancient
antecedents, and no less from the radical and reforming Jesus:
“Do what thou wilt shall be the whole of the Law...It is the Law that
Jesus Christ, or rather that Gnostic tradition of which the Christ-legend
Is a degradation, attempted to teach; but nearly every word he said was
Misinterpreted and garbled by his enemies, particularly by those who
Called themselves his disciples. In any case the Aeon was not ready
For a Law of Freedom. Of all his followers only St. Augustine appears
to have got even a glimmer of what he meant.”68
The Equinox of the Gods
“Love, and do what thou wilt.” Saint Augustine, Tractatus VII 8
“Love is the law, love under will.” AL:1:57.
“Open the Mysteries of your Creation, and make us
partakers of the undefiled knowledge.” 69

And on that note, I think it is time to stop. For the Vision and the Voice must be
experienced in your own vision and voice, not mine. If I have at least partially succeeded in
intimating some its vast scope and depth, and in particular how the Law of θέλημα connects
through it to the great Angelic, Temple and Mother of Heaven traditions - the spiritual
inheritance of humankind - I am happy. I will elaborate on such themes in future papers.
And may you partake of the undefiled knowledge.
“On my head is the crown, 419 rays far-darting. And my body
is the body of the Snake, and my soul is the soul of
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The Equinox IV:2, note 5 p. 54. [Italics mine]
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Crowley, The Equinox of the Gods (New Falcon: Scottsdale, 1991 pp. 135-136.
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Translation of the Call or Key of the Thirty Aethyrs, The Equinox IV:2 pp. 28-29. See also the rendition given
in the 2nd Aethyr of The Vision and the Voice, pp. 226 - 229.
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the Crowned Child. Though an Angel in white robes leadeth me,
who shall ride upon me but the Woman of Abominations? Who
is the Beast? Am not I one more than he? In his hand is a sword
that is a book. In his hand is a spear that is a cup of fornication.
Upon his mouth is set the great and terrible seal. And he hath the
secret of V. His ten horns spring from five points, and his eight
heads are as the charioteer of the West. Thus doth the fire of the
sun temper the spear of Mars, and thus shall he be worshipped,
as the warrior lord of the sun. Yet in him is the woman that
devoureth with her water all the fire of God.”
The Vision and the Voice, 25th Aethyr

“He fell on his face and saw him uprooting mountains, kindling lights in the palace of
King Messiah. He said to him, Rabbi, in that world you will be neighbours, empowered
masters in the presence of the blessed Holy One.” Haqdamat Sefer ha-Zohar 1:7b

Love is the law, love under will.

In nomine BABALON.
Amen.
Restriction unto Choronzon.
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Cry of the 14th Aethyr which is called VTA
T.H.O.T.H.

Tikky Zappia, Australia
The Rose, The Black Bean + The Waters
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CONIUNCTIO
A Study of the Formulae of the Rose and Cross.
Giuseppe Zappia
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Do what thou wilt shall be the whole of the Law

For the purposes of this paper, I am exploring the Rite of the Hieros Gamos within the
context of the Highest Aim, that being the unification of God and Man, the manifestation of
God within the flesh and the reflection of this process on its respective planes, from the
spiritual to the temporal. This most Holy of Holies, that resides within the Inner Sanctuary,
should and must not be confused with the multifarious forms of “sex magick” that can be
performed in order to manipulate nature and fulfil one’s desire for material possessions,
power, popularity, etc.

The Hieros Gamos, the Sacred Marriage, the Royal Art, the formulation of the Holy
Hexagram.

These are but a few of the terms commonly used to denote the modus operandi
involved in the unification, harmonisation, counterchange and balance of opposites;
ultimating in that which we may call the Final Adjustment, the Seal of Attainment; the
Fulfilment of the Covenant between Man and God, Coniunctio, Unificatio. An Adjustment
which in turn gives rise to the “One” that is born out of that union due to harmonisation
absolute.
This is the alchemical formula of the Rose and Cross - the Ambassador of Pan - the
rapture of Union that destroys, that is the Way, and it is this Magnum Opus that shall here be
explored.
“That which is above is like that which is below, and that which is
below is like that which is above, for the performance of the Miracles of
the ONE SUBSTANCE.”
The Emerald Tablet of Hermes Trismegistus.

To better understand the Formulae of the Rose and Cross it is necessary first and
foremost to cultivate proper perspective, attitude and humility in regards to the Sacredness of
the Work. The cap-stone as it were of this Great Pyramid, of this Divine Opus taken to its
most exalted end, is no less than that which we may call the Attainment of Union with God,
the Divine Chrism, the construction of the Bridge between THIS and THAT, the irrigation of
the Desert of the Abyss and all that that implies.
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Consider that all things great and small are but reflections of one another. Thus it
stands to reason that one may with due diligence and understanding - by utilising a certain
method of identification - gain access to the highest summit even from the lowest point. This
in itself is a necessary aspect of the Opus and a Key that enables one to unlock and so to
experience the regions of the Divine that lay hidden within the King’s Chamber, that is within
the Microcosm and Heart of Man, within whom is God.
In the Outer College of the A∴A∴ we note that the Zelator begins to study the
Formulae of the Rose and Cross. Learning to purify and consecrate the elements that go into
the composition of the Eucharist (of which he himself is the prima materia) the Zelator works
towards the Opus that will eventually see him proficient in the production of the Sacrament.
It may further be said that the “Zeal” that becomes inflamed in the core of the Zelator is itself
of the nature of Energised Enthusiasm. The lesser redemption, and physiological component
to this, potentially assuming the form of sexual tendency/potency. Here then there is
opportunity for the Zelator, if he (or she) has the wit to do so, to begin to apply the sexual
organs, drive, potency and energy, toward the One End. Thus he may come to use this
Weapon, Force and Fire to fuel his Aspiration. A Spiritual Phallus directed toward the Womb
and Mansion of Our Lady Babalon.
The theory is that the concentrated energy that is generated through the Sacred Rites
of the Hieros Gamos - and that culminates in the production of the Sacrament - acts directly
upon and manifests within the material basis i.e. the Sacrament itself. In fact we may say that
the potency of the force and the eidolon of the end sought, during this modus operandi, makes
its way from the realm of the Aethyric Creative Mind into solidity/form, and so we find the
one idea sufficiently impressed upon the talismanic receptacle. But for any of this to work it
is imperative first and foremost that one has fixed firmly in mind the idea that outward
symbols are in fact living emissaries of inward (archetypal and or spiritual) realities.
The Aspirant must seek to build his bridge from THIS to THAT, for the ideal to be
fused with the actual, for the spiritual to be wedded to the material. It is only through proper
training, right relation, understanding and perspective, that he is able to do so. It is necessary
that he understand that in the outward symbol lies the kernel or seed of its Archetypal and or
Divine origin. Just as at the Earth’s core resides the Fire of Our Lord and Father the Sun. The
outward manifest reality, as in the case of the Phallus for example, has its correlative and
Divine counterpart, in the Lidless Eye of God itself.
Which is to say that the outward symbol of the Divine Creator, as it appears within
the Microcosm that is man, is the Phallus. In the Macrocosm or Natural World, it is the Sun,
and in the Divine Realm it is the Creator (for want of a better term). So it should be easy to
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realise that by the proper method of identification, that is to say from the little - THIS, one
may reach up to, or gain access into, the Great - THAT. It is thus through Man that God is
Attained and fulfilled. But it should also be noted that a mere intellectual comprehension of
this is not sufficient enough to bring about the desired end. For this perspective or view-point
to become a living breathing reality it will take much Practice in the Arts of concentration,
control, and self-discipline. This “idea” - regarding interrelation and identification - needs to
become an actual ongoing living experience. Then and only then can the Aspirant truly
perform the Miracle of the One Substance.
Now there are many ways to go about accomplishing this end and once again, to bring
it back in line with the System of the A∴A∴, we note that the Zelator is expected to
accomplish a certain level of Yoga, thus asana, pranayama, and to a greater or lesser extent
(depending upon the Aspirant) dharana. These Practices aid in the development of the power
to be able to concentrate and direct the Will, and so by virtue of this discipline, one may be
able to carry over an image of the desired end, from the Creative Mind to the Sacrament
itself, thus the potency becomes manifest within the Sacrament, the Fire is brought down
from Heaven. For within the Sacrament lies the babe within the egg, truly a Magical Child
born of the Heart’s Desire, to be partaken of, nurtured, fed and so with the fullness of time
brought into pure being.
Now before we continue, we must make it clear that the work of the Hieros Gamos
can be (and is) reflected into many spheres and upon many planes, and to declare in this place
that it is either this or that period would be to lead ourselves down a narrow path and
ultimately into error. So let us commence to define some of the various aspects of the Hieros
Gamos, working on one plane at a time, whilst nonetheless keeping in mind that all things are
indeed but reflections of one another.
To this end let us put forth the proposition that the Sacrament itself that is created, the
Elixir that is distilled, due to the Rite of the Lion and the Eagle, can be made to serve as a
True “reflection” of the fulfilment of the Covenant between God and Man, the Royal
Marriage and so the Attainment of the Coniunctio.
“7. For two things are done and a third is begun.”
Liber CCCLXX

Next, if we were to seek out the living representative, add to that the living and
breathing symbol, of the Coniunctio within the microcosm of Man, at the cellular level, it
would not take long for us to discover the mark of its identity within the organic matter that is
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the resultant Child born of the marriage between the blood of the Red Lion and the gluten of
the White Eagle. For the God-like process of Creation is essentially repeated each time the
Lion and the Eagle commingle in the Coniunctio, resulting in the formulation of a Child.
Now whether this Child grows to be an actual living human being, or a Magical Child
nurtured so as to bring about one’s desired end, or to act as a creative springboard from which
the Child leaps maturing in due season in to a form of divine gnosis, depends of course upon
the nature of the Opus, but the fact remains, (ultimately) a Child is created.
This alchemical process may further be described as occurring within the Chamber of
the Spirit that in turn exists within the Cauldron. This Cauldron consists of an upper Crucible
and a lower Crucible. These Crucibles are none other than the bodies of the Lion and the
Eagle themselves. The Chamber of the Spirit is where the Coniunctio between the member of
the Lion and the grip of the Eagle takes place. The Chamber of the Spirit is also the container
wherein the sacred energy is held and transformed, the Liquid Pearl become Elixir of
Immortality.
Now by virtue of the nature of the commingled essence (that nature itself being
indicative of the power to create, the act of creation and the potential for life; seed and egg)
we immediately have a more than fitting eucharistic symbol representing the mechanics, or
modus operandi, of the Hieros Gamos upon the physical and temporal plane. For here, within
the elixir, we see two things (the Lion and the Eagle) dying one to the other (and so losing
their original individuality) in order to create a third thing, which partakes of both natures but
is something altogether distinct from, add to that further evolved than, them. It is the Phoenix
rising from the ashes of the opposites.
Let us now consider that in regards to the miracle that is the physical creation of life
itself, in the simplest sense, the operators really do not require any skill whatsoever, other
than the desire one toward the other. Here let us pause for a moment and think about that, the
greatest miracle on earth, being the creation of human life, in one sense takes absolutely no
skill at all! I think that tells us a few things that are quite significant about the underlying
power that we are dealing with here:
•

It has an undefinable quality that irrespective of its vessel that is the human
being carries within it the potential for life.

•

It’s original Nature is of the creative. This power is of the very essence of that
which has created all living things.

•

It is initially for the most part a blind force for it’s Will is simply TO GO, and
thus it is the essence of every True God.
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•

It seeks self-expression wherever and whenever it is able and ultimately has no
concerns for the morals of men, for it issues from a quarter that is beyond our
reason.

•

It is a mighty weapon that if handled, explored and understood correctly, could
lead one to the Highest End.

On the other hand at the cellular level there is evidence of God-like precision and
great skill indeed. But once again, the only thing that is required for conception to occur (in
the common way) is for there to be some kind of desire, passion, lust, or other such similar
drive, between the couple. The rest is a relatively natural process/progression. Now the Key
here is that at the most basic level there is an excitement, that serves as said “drive” or
“enthusiasm” that also doubles as the simple requirement for coitus. So if this excitement in
itself is enough to create life then it follows naturally that “excitement” or shall we say
“Energized Enthusiasm” is a Key component to the Art of Creation.
Aleister Crowley sums up the art of transmuting and of directing this life-force in the
simple term: “Enflame Thyself in Prayer.” For this is the Key to all practical magick.
But the Adept is not the average person and so if the average human has both the
ability and the means to utilise the chemical laboratory that is in fact one’s own body, to
create life, what then can not the Adept create? He whose whole life tends toward one
Supreme End, whose very existence serves as the exemplar of self-discipline, drive, vision,
concentration and commitment? He who ever strives to understand the nature of his own
being, controlling that nature and devoting the whole of its energies to the furtherment of the
evolution of humanity?
Now the potentials and possibilities are endless, in the hands of the right people. So the first
step in the Art of the Hieros Gamos, at the level of the Creation of the material Sacrament (as
embodied within the Amrita generated by Priest and Priestess) is “Energized Enthusiasm”,
this is the starting point. How this is generated is entirely up to the operators and there are
many hints if not blatant giveaways that can be found in Aleister Crowley’s essay “Energized
Enthusiasm.” These methods may be surmised in the formulae of “Wine, Woman, and Song”.
Synonymous to Energized Enthusiasm is the “Raising of Kundalini”, in fact it may be said
that one activates the other, for the stirring of the Serpent power that is Kundalini is triggered
by the application of the sexual potency to its very awakening. In time it should become
apparent in a very real way that he or she is but a humble servant and host duly prepared to
house and to conduct that Universal Force and Creative Power.
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The Adept may in time reach a stage where
he or she is voluntarily able to awaken the sexual
potency within, give it placement inside the body
and then engage with this supreme power
consciously; as if one was engaging with something
that in essence is not a part of one’s own self and is
thus objective. Once this force is consciously
awoken, and at a certain level of practical
attainment in the Art, one need no longer use the
power of concentrated effort to maintain and or to
experience its vitality during any given communion,
but instead the Aspirant will be able to engage and
experience it as one lover would
another. This developmental process is not
so dissimilar from those Arts practiced by the
Vajrayana Tantrikas.
But let us not stray too far from the topic at hand. The starting point: Energized
Enthusiasm. From here we need to build the bridge from THAT to THIS. Which is to say that
we need to be able to unite the varied yet interrelated symbols and thought chains - rhythmic
incantation - that enable us to carry over the one “idea” from the Creative Mind down into the
material basis, and so bring down the Fire from Heaven, the Descent of the Dove, a domino
effect as it were. To be able to do this we must first school ourselves in the theory behind the
Art.
What then is the theory??

The theory is that one should be able, through the power of rhythmic concentration, to
carry over a single “idea” from the realm of the Creative Mind and bring it in to manifest
reality, into matter. Furthermore, that an “idea” (which commences as concentrated thought)
such as the idea of Union with God - Coniunctio - may itself be impressed upon the physical
basis/material, which in our case is the Elixir, and then be partaken of and nurtured so as to
manifest within the lives of the Operants. In the context of the Hieros Gamos and to some
extent by the virtue of sympathetic magick owing to the original and inherent nature of the
commingled Elixir itself, we find an incredibly fitting representative and emissary if you will,
of Divine Union.
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As above so below! Simply put and as stated earlier on in the piece, the natural,
organic, living representatives of the Divine Union are by their very nature the Blood and the
Gluten of the Lion and the Eagle. This is the Royal Marriage and thus the Royal Art as it is
reflected within the spheres of High Priest and High Priestess, Man and Woman, Lion and
Eagle, Seed and Egg, Spiritually and Physiologically. All things are but reflections of one
another. Yet even in the reflection itself a pathway may be made open unto the Source.
So let us now move from the coarse to the fine, as we gradually make our way from
the temporal to the spiritual. We shall now move from
“Two” (Man and Woman), to “One”, and take a look at
the Hieros Gamos as it occurs at the level of the Intellect.
“Cast down through The Abyss is the Light, the
Rosy Cross, the rapture of Union that destroys, that is
The Way. The Rosy Cross is the Ambassador of Pan.”
The Glow Worm. Liber CCCXXXIII

There are those that have said that one
interpretation (or shall I say manifestation) of the Hieros
Gamos is the unification of the left hemisphere of the
brain with the right hemisphere of the brain, thus and once again the Unification of
Opposites. Whether the Unification be of the brain, of the body of man and woman, of spirit
and matter, or Man and God, Devil and Angel, Upright and Averse, the Instruction is the
same, Unite the Opposites. But it is not only the unification of the opposites, but it is the
recognition, realisation and identification of an opposite in its opposite! For example it is the
ability to realise the woman in the man, and the man in the woman, and for these to unite one
with the other. Or in another manner of speaking, the Yin within the Yang must unite with
the Yang within the Yin. The Human in the Divine, and the Divine in the Human. Deus est
Homo. The same may be said of Magick and Mysticism, for these two are One, but on their
respective planes they fulfill two different functions:
“Let the Adept be armed with his Magick Rood [and provided with his Mystic Rose].”
Liber XXXVI
Each individual is provided with a “Magick Rood” as well as a “Mystic Rose”, we
each have a Magical Phallus and a Mystical Yoni within us and these two may indeed unite
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in Love under Will within an individual Aspirant, in fact this must occur for Attainment to be
complete. Thus we meld together the masculine and the feminine, anima and animus, within
ourselves, unconsciousness and consciousness.
Just as the sexual component (between Man and Woman) of the Rite of the Hieros
Gamos is most closely aligned to the emotions (in the first instance), the intellectual
component of the Hieros Gamos (within a single individual) involves the constructs and the
nature of mind itself, at the root level of the tendencies.
The Rose and Cross of the Intellect (Ruach) must also be brought to a state of
unification:
“Go thou unto the outermost places and subdue all things.
Subdue thy fear and thy disgust. Then – yield!”
Liber LXV

One must confront the prejudices of the self, built out of habit, hereditary tendency,
culture, fear, etc. and explore the unknown territories of the oppositorum. Whilst in one sense
it is through the process of destruction that union is achieved, that which follows is harmony
nonetheless. This harmony, Hodos Chamelionis, is centered in Tiphereth, the heart of the
Ruach; remember that we are now talking of the Hieros Gamos as it occurs at the level of the
Intellect. The Attainment of the Knowledge and Conversation of the Holy Guardian Angel
itself occurs at the level of the Ruach. Harmony and Beauty being the pinnacle of this
particular Attainment, at this particular level, it follows naturally that the outward
manifestation or reflection of this Attainment, in the world of men, is also Harmony and
Beauty. Thus, for example, within the O.T.O. we find the Sovereign Prince and or Princess of
the Rose Croix, dedicated to the establishment and furtherment of harmony amongst their
folk and within their Kingdom. For this outward act of dedication toward collective Unity
and Harmony is but a reflection and affirmation of that inward Unity and Harmony that they
seek to achieve within themselves. For all that which is without is as that which is within and
that which one Aspires to within, is reflected into the world without.
It may here be fitting to touch upon the Gnostic Mass of the O.T.O. For in this
beautiful Rite we bear witness to the fulfilment of the Rose and the Cross and for those who
are able to see the modus operandi of the Rite of the Hieros Gamos.
I should also at this stage reaffirm my position, that these theories (many of which
have been beaten against the rock of direct experience) are simply my own and although I am
an Aspirant unto A∴A∴ and was an Initiate of the O.T.O. I by no means intend any of this to
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be taken as if though I am an Authority representing either or both Orders, but more so as a
devoted Student, exploring the realms of the Rose and Cross.
“Only the True Priest is able to wear the Tomb as a Garment.”
Frater S.D.S. – Soror N.R. (Received Gnosis)

The Priestess and Priest, Rose and Cross, of the Gnostic Mass during the Mass itself,
essentially partake of and represent “all men and women”. This then culminates in the theory
that through the Priest, the Priestess partakes of and receives all men, symbolically (thus the
archetype of the Sacred Whore, dedicated to the Great Work of the Great Order), for the
Priest represents the whole of the Congregation, the Aspiration of each one of the
Congregants. The Priest in essence becomes the hollow tube (a vehicle for the Pure Will and
Aspiration of the Congregation) and the Priestess also in a very real way receives “all
impressions” (all people) through the Priest. She transmutes the received force and brings out
of man and woman (the congregants) all that is best in them i.e. the perfected stone, the
essence of which is contained within each of the Cakes of Light - themselves serving as the
“Third Thing” created due to the Coniunctio that is born out of the Rite of the Hieros Gamos.
It is written:
“It also possesses in every important centre of population a hidden Retreat (Collegium
ad Spiritum Sanctum) where members may conceal themselves in order to pursue the Great
Work without hindrance.
These houses are secret fortresses of Truth, Light, Power, and Love, and their position
is only disclosed under an oath of secrecy to those entitled to make use of them.
They are also temples of true worship, specially consecrated by Nature to bring out of
a man all that is best in him.”
Crowley Manifesto of the M.’.M.’.M.’.
This “hidden Retreat”, “secret fortress” and “temple of true worship” is in fact the
consecrated Priestess herself, she is Virgo Intacta dedicated to the Great Work of the Great
Order. In a sense, on one level, the Congregation have become entitled to make use of the
Divine Priestess by virtue of her offering herself in Service. Furthermore, the “Collegium ad
Spiritum Sanctum” or A∴A∴ may be arrived at through her womb wherein resides the Eye of
God, for she is the House of the Living God. Thus in a way, each time the Mass (the Hieros
Gamos) is performed by the Priest and the Priestess, privately or publicly; Light, Life, Love
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and Liberty, is released within the world. A "Word" is also released within the World, which
rides upon the waves of the Aethyr, reverberating even amongst the folk of the old grey land.
The performance of the Mass assists in the fortification and empowerment of the
Magical/Astral Temple (the Magical Great Pyramid) and Light pours out in streams from
each of the Four Gates within the World.
Ultimately the Priest requires a Priestess for this Magnum Opus. They should both be
dedicated to the Service of the Great Order and both be Adept at the theory and practice of
the Rites of the Hieros Gamos - of the Lion and the Eagle. Then can they truly assume their
role of Office, for he shall be indeed Hiereus Naou and she shall be Hiereia Naou. If the play
of the waters should have it that in one incarnation or another (or many!) the Priest and
Priestess be actually wedded one to the other, devoted solely to one another, having
discovered an inexhaustible well of bliss and ecstasy within one another, then three times
blessed are they! For both Initiates have come to the true realisation that ultimately
earthly/human marriage is but a reflection of that Royal Wedding of the Spirit between Man
and God, the fulfilment of the Holy Covenant. Glory unto that Priest and Priestess that see in
one another the Divine counterpart of each other. Together they represent the Rock formation
of the Church. The Sacred Stone of the World.

The Officers are two in number, and seek Nuit and
Hadit through Babalon and the Beast. To conceal
themselves, they are disguised as Isis and Osiris.
The Supreme Ritual.

It is interesting to note here (in the above two lines
from The Supreme Ritual) that immediately we are struck by
a form of Duplexity and bear witness to the formulation of
the Priest and Priestess that are to partake of and perform the
Sacred Rite. Here we see the “source” that is reflected outwardly in an “image". Yet the
“image” nonetheless retains the essence of that which it is a reflection of and thus the two
(source and image) are really one, and none. We may go so far as to suggest that the image
and source are similar if not identical to the concept of the Khabs and the Khu, the core of the
Star and its outer Garment. This is illustrated in the statement that the two Officers seek Nuit
and Hadit through Babalon and the Beast, but to disguise themselves they assume the form of
Isis and Osiris. Isis and Osiris may be viewed as the Archetypes of Man and Woman, as well
as the Archetypes of Husband and Wife, Brother and Sister. This relationship between the
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Man and Woman is thus a reflection of the Divine (Supernal) relationship between Babalon
and the Beast, the two designated A∴A∴ Officers who are to aid in the ushering in of the
New Aeon and of the Law of Thelema.
Besides their particular Role of Office within the A∴A∴ Babalon and the Beast may
be said to be indicative of the Highest level of Attainment achievable by Initiates; the
pinnacle of Attainment. Thus in one sense it is only through them that one may be able to
access the incommensurables of Nuit and Hadit. Ultimately Isis and Osiris, Man and Woman
(the Natural World), the outward reflections of Babalon and the Beast, Officers and Initiates
(the Spiritual World), who are in turn the embodiments of the qualities of the Infinite Nuit
and Hadit. This is a form of Duplexity, that all things are images of one another and although
the form may “appear” different its quintessence is One and the same. The Khabs is
concealed in the Khu. The Infinites of Nuit and Hadit are concealed in Babalon and the Beast
who in turn conceal themselves as Man and Woman.
“Below them is a seeming duality of Chaos and Babalon; these are called Father and
Mother, but it is not so. They are called Brother and Sister, but it is not so. They are called
Husband and Wife, but it is not so.
The reflection of All is Pan: the Night of Pan is the Annihilation of the All.
Cast down through The Abyss is the Light, the Rosy Cross, the rapture of Union that
destroys, that is The Way. The Rosy Cross is the Ambassador of Pan.”
The Glow Worm.

The Ambassador of Pan, Emissary of the Crown, Wisdom and Understanding.

So finally and in closing, from the foot of the Mountain we reach up unto the Highest,
the pinnacle of the Formula of the Rose and the Cross, Attainment due to the successful
Unificatio of the Opposites. The Third Thing created due to the Royal Marriage. This “Third
Thing” following the Final Adjustment is in fact the New Birth above the Abyss, it is the
arising of the Master of the Temple whose Name is TRUTH. The Final dissolution and
reconstitution, N.O.X. above, reflected in the simultaneous illumination of that below, in
L.V.X. The Star cast forth from Heaven.
"I beheld Satan as lightning fall from heaven.”
Luke 10:18
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The Aspirant, due to accomplishing the Unity of the Rose and Cross and thus the
Great Work, is reconstellated so as to harmoniously reflect below the Abyss the New Birth
that has taken place above the Abyss. Thus the Chain within the individual is formulated and
the pathway from THIS to THAT is established, there is a free flow and exchange upon all
planes. Thus the Magister communicates to the Adept who in turn nourishes the Aspirant, and
Flowers begin to Bloom within the Desert.
The Rite of the Hieros Gamos and the Formula of the Rose and Cross, across all
planes, united upon all spheres.

Love is the law, love under will.
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Cry of the 13th Aethyr which is called ZIM
Domenico Allegretto. Australia
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THELEMA AND RELIGION
an intimate reflection
Simon Willis
Do what thou wilt shall be the whole of the Law.

I thought I would share a few of my thoughts on Religion and how my attitude toward
it has evolved from outright rejection to suspicious acceptance through my studies and
practice with Thelema.
To be honest, I’ve never was one for second hand Gods. Gods belonging to someone
else, passed down earnestly with the presumption of utility. The idea that I had anything to
gain by studying how a middle Eastern people coped with the mysteries of life two thousand
years ago seemed absurd to me.
At school Religious studies were compulsory, which turned me off even further. Still,
inside I could feel a spirit. It was there in the wide open fields, in the lines of light emerging
through broken clouds and even in abandoned coal mines at the right time of day.
But religion, what was that? What I felt inside had nothing to do with what I was
being taught. What was fed to me at school in the name of religion was empty, to me there
was no nourishment there. Perhaps it was just past its use by date. After all it was the
nineteen seventies, sixty something years into the new Aeon.
It caused in me a disconnect from religion and anything like it, I rejected it all.
History included. This stain in the heart, the revulsion of the religion of my home land almost
stole wonder from me forever. I treated the idea of things or texts being “holy” with
amusement, even ridicule. Like many of us, I emptied my bath into the orphanage and all
those books slammed closed for me seemingly forever.
The problem, as I was to find out later in life, is that this also broke continuity
between me and the past. I lost touch with the myths, legends and gods and stories. By
feeding me with these expired ideas, this rotten fruit as it were, I was stranded, cut off from
the past. In a way became bitter.
But over time my opinions changed, the bumps and scrapes of life left me questioning
so many things. I could not reconcile the content of my heart with the clumsy accounting
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methods of the mind. There was a factor infinite and unknown. An irrational remainder
stretching back further than I could see, but it was all on the other side of the disconnect.
What I really needed was to mend the break, to reconnect with the past and its
archetypes. But I had nowhere to go. Despite giving up on religion, or perhaps because of it, I
always did have a soft spot for the occult. Particularly the writings of Aleister Crowley.
Like many of us I learned the LBRP first and can remember feeling awkward using
the Hebrew, but I persisted with it. I read the Book of the Law, and despite not understanding
it found in the comment the most wonderful idea.
The idea that I had to interpret this book for myself made me very happy. This
philosophy wasn’t passed down by suckling at the teat of an all knowing goddess, or from
lessons learned from a harsh, prescriptive god. This was found in the self, in the heart, while
looking at beams of light breaking through the clouds or the setting sun as its rays illuminated
the great wheels of the coal mine.
On taking up Thelema seriously, I found an authentic way to reconnect and reclaim
the past and its myths. I no longer felt like an imposter or a tourist when looking at scriptures
of other traditions. Instead of feeling cognitive dissonance while intoning the Hebrew word
for God, I felt a connection to a tradition of mankind. I could chant mantra in Arabic or
Sanskrit and feel neither fear or guilt for cultural appropriation. I began to close the gap.
This took a long time, and I had a lot of help -thank you my Brothers and Sisters,
thanks to you I realised that I couldn’t grow if I didn’t change, and isn’t it all about
transformation? It took years but I have changed my mind about religion. I think we need
more religion. One each, one for every person.
Closing this past-present gap seems to be a function of religion. The word has its roots
in the word to bind, not, I believe in the old aeon sense of bondage but to offer us a way to
reconnect with the past and its characters, as if we were able to pass a chord from one hand,
run it down past history to the beginning then have it return, up the other side to be held in
the other hand.
Standing at this point I can examine my own life with better context, and come to
terms with those inherited aspects of the psyche so beautifully described in the various
scriptures of the past. Like instruction manuals for machines long out of use, they can offer us
insights about our modern machines.
And so it is with the religions of old. Perhaps if I were offered religion from the
perspective of the New Aeon from an early age I could have been saved all this bother. After
all Religion is only a system of belief, an approximate echo of the truth we all know inside
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already. A living work in the progress of life and death. And let that work never be complete,
let the mysteries remain mysterious and the answer always be “I’m working on it”.

Love is the law, love under will.
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Cry of the 19th Aethyr which is called ZIP
Antonio Capursi - Italy
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IL CUORE NELLE RELIGIONI DEL MONDO
Cosimo Salvitorelli - un aspirante all’A∴A∴

Fai ciò che vuoi sarà tutta la Legge.

Il fondamento dell’Anima che permette all’Aspirante di fondare la propria Chiesa
interiore risiede nella conoscenza del Cuore. Questa Via permette alla Religione di essere
Idea e non meccanica azione esteriore. Il carattere “Sacro” e “Cattolico” delle quattro grandi
religioni del mondo: Daoismo, Buddismo, Islam e Cristianesimo, segue il file rouge della
preghiera “continua”, ossia quella disposizione dell’Anima che permette al genuino Aspirante
di posare la propria Pietra angolare.
Ciò significa conoscere Dio dall’interno;
Ciò si esprime attraverso il rifiuto del Dogma;
Ciò carica di significato la Vita, portandola lontano;
Ciò oltrepassa il deserto e dona il suo frutto nel Mondo.

In questo modo: Uomo, Umanità, Universo, diventano una Unità rappresentata dal
Cuore di Sangue, in cui l’Inferiore e il Superiore si incontrano in un Mistico Matrimonio che
permette alla religione di essere esperienza quotidiana trasformativa.

1.

Daoismo

“La conoscenza degli antichi era profonda. Quanto profonda? Tanto profonda che in
origine non riconoscevano neppure l’esistenza delle cose. Questa è la conoscenza ultima, a
cui nulla si può aggiungere. Poi riconobbero l’esistenza delle cose, ma ancora si astennero dal
distinguerle. Poi cominciarono a tracciare distinzioni, ma ancora non pronunciarono giudizi.
Quando vennero i giudizi il Dao andò perduto. E quando il Dao andò perduto nacquero
preferenze personali.” Zhuangzi, II
Uno dei punti cardini del Daoismo è che ognuno ha il suo Dao, la sua Via. Non
esistono modelli validi per tutti, l’approccio alla spiritualità deve essere individuale. Il
principio essenziale di questa “Corrente” è che nulla rimane statico. Tutto in natura è
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soggetto al cambiamento a causa dell’interazione della polarità Yang e Yin. Lo scopo è
quello di dominare se stessi affinchè ci si possa adattare ed essere al Servizio dell’Umanità.
Si può pensare al Dao come un flusso creativo incessante, “Esso” muta sempre ma tuttavia
non si esaurisce. L’uomo deve seguire il Dao senza ostacolarlo, equilibrando gli opposti.
Egli, dunque, pone in essere il “Wu wei”, espressione cinese che letteralmente significa “nonagire”. La sua filosofia, allora, è da intendersi come un agire in accordo con il fiume
armonioso del Dao. L’azione esterna, dunque, diventa tutt’uno con l’intenzione interiore. In
questo modo, l’uomo trova il Suo Centro e diventa ciò che Fu Hi rappresenta nell’I-King : il
punto di congiunzione tra un ordine temporale di eventi successivi e un ordine spirituale di
avvenimenti senza tempo. Secondo Fu Hi, l’uomo è parte sia del polo spirituale che di quello
materiale e questa duplice natura è una grande risorsa poiché conferisce all’essere umano la
libertà di scegliere. In questo modo, l’uomo non ha dogmi né religioni esteriori da seguire
poiché tutto è dentro di Lui. La realtà esteriore è solo un riflesso della sua interiorità . Quindi,
secondo il Daoismo non esiste una netta divisione tra mente e corpo, tra attività spirituale e
meccanismi energetici. La capacità dell’individuo di rendersi vuoto permette al Cuore di
essere Sovrano affinchè gli Shen, secondo la medicina tradizionale cinese, possano dimorare
all’interno. L’uomo custodisce nel proprio intimo i propri Shen, affinchè il suo aspetto
“celeste” possa esprimersi in matrimonio con quello temporale. Si può descrive lo Shen come
il segreto significato della vita individuale che deve essere accolto e decifrato per realizzare il
Dao.

2.

Buddismo Mahayana

Il termine “mahayana” si compone dei termini sanscriti maha ossia “grande” e yana
che significa “veicolo”, ciò che conduce gli esseri senzienti verso la liberazione spirituale.
Questa dottrina è intrisa da una forte componente “laica” ed “attivistica”. Infatti non c’è
l’arhat come figura statica, fuori dal tempo e chiusa nel suo Nirvana, ma il discepolo buddista
è attivo nella società. L’appello è quello di abbracciare il voto di bodhisattva, ed esso è infatti
esteso anche ai laici e non solo ai monaci. Disapprovando l’ascetismo di ogni genere, il suo
shanga è composto più da Maestri che da monaci. All’interno del corpus dei testi Mahayana,
il messaggio è che la Realtà assoluta è presente in ciascun essere vivente . I fenomeni sono
solo mentali e grazie alla meditazione è possibile attingere la Realtà, dove tutti gli opposti
coincidono. Inoltre, secondo lo schema mahayana, le pratiche devozionali mirano sia a
diventare un bodhisattva che a praticare vari principi, tra cui il preminente è la Compassione,
invocato con il mantra Om mani padme um . C’è un legame indissolubile, dunque, tra la
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Saggezza e il Metodo, che mima quello tra Uomo e Donna legati nell’amplesso. L’ingresso
nella Via del bodhisattva si intraprende nel momento in cui il praticante mahayana realizza
per la prima volta “l’aspirazione a conseguire l’illuminazione”, pronuncia, allora il voto di un
Bodhisattva a favore di tutta l’Umanità e si impegna a praticare “le perfezioni” ed a osservare
“i precetti”. Il Buddismo Mahayana, quindi, invita l’aspirante a coltivare l’interiorità,
partendo dalla vita quotidiana. Percorrere la Via rappresenta il completo annientamento o
non-essere, raggiungibile anche in Vita e quindi definibile in senso positivo come stato di
pace, gioia e Verità ultima. Infine, nel 5° capitolo del Sutra del Loto: “La parabola delle erbe
medicinali”, Budda afferma che i suoi insegnamenti rendono possibile la rivitalizzazione di
tutti gli esseri umani. Ispirati dalla Saggezza del Budda, essi avrebbero compreso i suoi
insegnamenti ciascuno a modo suo. Ogni essere umano, infine, può portare a piena fioritura
la propria individualità attraverso la consapevolezza della “Verità della Via di mezzo”, che
lega nel Cuore dell’uomo, l’Assolutezza e la Singolarità.

3.

Sufismo

“Il mio cuore è divenuto capace di accogliere ogni forma; è un pascolo per le
gazzelle; un convento per i monaci cristiani; è un tempio per gli idoli; è la Ka’ba del
pellegrino; è le tavole della Torah; è il libro del Sacro Corano. Io seguo la Religione
dell’amore; quale mai sia la strada che prende la sua carovana; questo è mio credo e mia
fede.” Ibn l’-Arabi, Tarjuman Al-Ashwaq.
La fede mussulmana racchiude in se il nocciolo della mistica. La vita dell’Aspirante,
infatti, è riempita di spazi dedicati a Dio. L’Islam contiene due dimensioni: la shari a ossia la
Legge e la tariqa, la via spirituale. Entrambe le dimensioni devono essere poste in Equilibrio.
Esso si può rappresentare attraverso il simbolo geometrico del Cerchio con un Punto nel
Mezzo. Vivere la shari a sta a significare dimorare nel Centro, nell’umido Cuore della
creazione, attraverso un profondo raccoglimento in Dio, nel Profeta e partecipando al Patto
che Dio stesso ha stipulato con l’Umanità attraverso il seme adamita. Il mezzo con cui
l’uomo giunge a Ciò è la fiamma della preghiera. Essa non mira alla Conoscenza ma
all’esperienza interiore con Dio.
“Il tuo Spirito si è impastato con il mio, come l’ambra con il muschio odoroso. Se
qualcosa Ti tocca, mi tocca: non c’è più differenza perché Tu sei me.” Mansur Al – Hallaj
La vita del mistico Sufi, Mansur Al – Hallaj , è un chiaro esempio di come il rapporto
con il divino doveva essere vissuto dall’Aspirante. Infatti, il suo pensiero ruotava intorno al
rapporto d’amore tra l’Uomo e Dio, a cui egli si rivolgeva con parole dolci e familiari come
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“l’Amato”. Questo creava un forte disappunto negli esponenti della religione esteriore,
poiché quest’ultima si riferiva alla relazione uomo-Dio attraverso la totale sottomissione. Al
– Hallaj, nelle sue lettere, parlava con Dio dandogli del “Tu”, chiamandolo “Amico”. “Quello
che conta è girare sette volte intorno alla Ka’ba del proprio Cuore”, egli diceva ed esortava.
La sua dottrina si appella al Dio unico dell’Islam, Allah, insistendo sulla realizzazione
graduale della sua presenza nei cuori. Ma affinchè Dio possa dimorare all’interno
dell’Aspirante, bisogna rendersi vuoti, bisogna farsi Coppa, svelare la propria essenza,
estirpando le erbacce e innaffiando fiori. Tre sono le fasi della sua Via mistica: ascesi,
purificazione e vita d’amore che sta a significare lo sposalizio tra la Volontà Umana e la
Volontà Divina, affinchè ogni atto umano sia un atto divino. La personalità dell’Uomo non è
annichilita come vogliono le false religioni professate dagli spiriti bugiardi ma è solo
Perfezionata, diventando così un Perfetto Iniziato. Il viaggio spirituale trascende la cieca fede
e i dogmi delle istituzioni religiose e le regole perdono d’importanza e cessano di esistere.
Colui che cammina verso Dio, è già con Dio. E colui che respira Dio è soggetto a
trasformazioni che sono tappe della Via, non il fine. Dio è l’unico fine, una meta lontanissima
ma tuttavia vicina poiché dimora in ogni Cuore.

4.

Cristianesimo

La mistica cristiana si espande nei cuori degli uomini attraverso il Quietismo, metodo
revivalista Romano Cattolico, cui maggior esponente fu Miquel de Molinos . Altri principali
esponenti di questa corrente sono Jeanne-Marie Guyon (1648-1717) e Francois Fènelon
(1651-1715).
“Dobbiamo zittire ogni creatura, incluse sé, cosicchè nella profonda quiete dell’anima
si possa percepire la voce ineffabile dello Sposo. Dobbiamo prestare un orecchio attento,
poiché la sua voce è soffice e silente …” (Francois Fènelon)
Il Quietismo indica la strada verso Dio e la perfezione cristiana consistente in uno
stato di attesa passiva armonizzata con il Fuoco della Preghiera. Attraverso questo stato,
l’anima raggiunge una sorta di indifferenza mistica, fino ad arrivare a negare le pratiche e le
liturgie della religione esteriore. Questa Via mistica, dunque, rende Dio più accessibile
all’anima umana. Nella cristianità orientale, il Quietismo può essere considerato una Via
simile all’esicasmo, ossia quell’Aspirazione che permette all’uomo di essere in diretta
comunicazione con Dio. L’Anima, quindi, doveva essere nutrita con la Preghiera e svuotata
da ogni volontà egotica e bruciata nel fuoco dell’Amore divina e allora condotta verso le
Nozze Mistiche con lo Sposo affinchè si consumassero in Matrimonio. Dio diventa un Santo
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Patto in cui Azioni e Parole sono Uno e tuttavia Nulla. Il Quietismo viene condannato come
eresia dalla Chiesa esteriore attraverso il falso papa, Innocenzo IX. Bisogna chiarire, infine,
che la dottrina dell’Attesa non è qualcosa che assomiglia alla grazia della colomba che scende
dall’alto, ma un vero e proprio slancio totale dell’Anima verso il Sé. Pregare sta a significare,
dunque, essere dei Cristi, seguirci nella nostra relazione personale con Dio.

Conclusione
Il dono della Saggezza delle Ere è giunto fino a noi attraverso questi “Giganti”. Le
loro Vite sono l’esempio a cui noi attingiamo e con cui sosteniamo i nostri Corpi e nutriamo i
nostri Cuori. E i Loro messaggi sono giunti a noi attraverso l’Ordine che Ha Nessun Nome
Tra Gli Uomini da cui proviene La Legge, la cui Parola è:
THELEMA
Essa sta a significare Nulla e Tutto, poiché vuol dire:
VOLONTA’
Dimora nel Cuore di ogni Uomo e Donna, il cui unico compito è:
“Contempla dentro di te, non già nei cieli:
Ecco una stella in vista! ”

Amore è la legge, amore sotto la volontà.
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Cry of the 8th Aethyr which is called ZID
Giuseppe Zappia, Australia – Parts I, II + III
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The Heart of the World Religions
Cosimo Salvatorelli, an aspirant to the A∴A∴

Do what thou wilt shall be the whole of the Law.

The foundation of the Soul which allows the Aspirant to establish his own interior
Church abides within the Heart. This makes it possible for Religion to become an organic
living and breathing experience rather than an exterior mechanism. The “Sacred” and
“Catholic” character of four great religions of the world, Daoism, Buddhism, Islam 70 and
Christianity, follows the Path of “continuous” prayer, i.e. the Soul’s disposition which
enables the genuine Aspirant to lay his own Cornerstone.

To know God within;
To refuse Dogma;
To know Life and to fulfil one’s True Potential;
To cross the Desert of the Abyss and offer one’s Fruit to the World.

In this way: Man, Mankind and Universe become Unity represented by the Heart of
Blood, in which Temporal and Spiritual meet in a Mystic Marriage permitting religion to
become a daily transformative experience.

1.

Daoism

“The knowledge of the ancients was profound. How profound? So profound that in the
beginning they didn’t even recognize the existence of things. This is the ultimate knowledge, to
which nothing may be added. Then they recognized the existence of things, but still they avoided
to distinguish among them. Then they began to trace distinctions, but still they avoided
judgments. When judgments came the Dao went missing. And when the Dao went missing
personal oracles were born.”

70

Zhuangzi, II

In its Sufi mystical dimension.
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One of the pivotal points of Daoism is that each individual has their own Dao, has their
own Way of Going. There is no singular model suited to and or imposed upon everybody;
approach to spirituality must be individual and thus unique. The fundamental principle of this
“Current” is that nothing remains static. Everything in nature is subject to change due to the
interaction of the polarities of Yang and Yin. The goal is to master oneself in order to adapt to
Nature internal and external to man, so that ultimately one may prove to be of Service to
Mankind. One can think of the Dao as an incessant creative flow, “It” changes ever but is never
exhausted. Man should follow the Dao without hindering it, equilibrating the opposites. Thus
he embraces “Wu wei,” a Chinese expression literally meaning “inaction.” This inaction is
actually acting in accord with the harmonious movement of the Dao.
External action becomes one with internal intention. In such way, man finds His Centre
and becomes that which Fu Hi represents in the I-King71: the conjunction between a temporal
order of successive events and a spiritual order of timeless events. According to Fu Hi, man
partakes both of the spiritual and the material poles and such twofold nature is a great asset for
it confers upon the human being the liberty to choose. In such way man has no dogma nor
external religion to follow, for everything is inside Him. External reality is a mere reflection of
his inner reality72. Then, according to Daoism there is no more a clear division between mind
and body, between spiritual activity and energetic mechanisms. The individual’s ability to
embrace emptiness allows the Heart to be the Sovereign in order that the Shen, according to
Chinese traditional medicine, may abide within. Man enshrines his Shen within, the “heavenly”
aspect melding with the “temporal” and the one giving expression to the other. Thus the Shen
as the Pure Nature of Mind and of the Spirit which should be embraced and deciphered so as
to realise the Dao.

2.

Mahayana Buddhism

The word “mahayana” is composed of the Sanskrit terms maha, meaning “great,”
and yana signifying “vehicle,” the Great Vehice that leads sentient beings towards spiritual
liberation. This doctrine is permeated with a strong “laical” and “activist” element. Actually
there’s no arhat as a static form, out of time and shut in its Nirvana, rather the Buddhist is
active in society. There’s a call upon embracing the bodhisattva vow, which in fact is
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Lama Anagarika Govinda, The Inner Structure of the I Ching.
Lao Tzu, Dao De Ching.
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extended even to the laical, not only to monks. Objecting to every kind of asceticism, its
shanga is mostly composed of Masters rather than monks.
Within the corpus of the Mahayana doctrine, the message is that the absolute Reality
is present in every living being.3 The phenomena are only mental processes and, thanks to
meditation, it is possible to draw on ultimate Reality, where all opposites coincide. In
addition, according to the Mahayana scheme, devotional practices are aimed both at
becoming a bodhisattva and at practicing various principles, among which the preeminent is
Compassion, invoked with the mantra Om mani padme um.4
Therefore, there’s an indissoluble bond between Wisdom and Method, a concept
reflected within the Tantric image of the Divine Masculine and the Divine Feminine wrapped
in a fierce orgasmic embrace. Entrance in to the Way of the bodhisattva is undertaken the
moment in which the mahayana practitioner realizes for the first time “the aspiration to
attain enlightenment,” then he takes the vow of a Bodhisattva to benefit all Mankind and
pledges himself to practice “the perfections” and to observe “the precepts.” Mahayana
Buddhism, therefore invites the aspirant to foster inwardness, starting from daily life. To
walk the Way represents the complete obliteration or non-being, attainable even in Life and
thus definable in a positive sense as a state of peace, joy and ultimate Truth. Finally, in the 5 th
chapter of the Lotus Sutra, “The Parable of the Medical Herbs,” Buddha states that his
teachings make possible the revitalisation of all human beings. Inspired by Buddha’s
Wisdom, they would have the opportunity to understand his teachings each in their own
individual way. Eventually, each human being can bring to full bloom his own individuality
through the awareness of the “Truth of the middle Way,” binding Absoluteness with
Singularity in the Heart of man.

3.

Sufism

“My heart has become able to take on all forms. It is a pasture for gazelles, for
monks an abbey. It is a temple for idols and for whoever circumambulates it, the Kaaba. It is
the tablets of the Torah and also the leaves of the Koran. I believe in the religion of Love
whatever direction its caravans may take, for love is my religion and my faith.”
Ibn l’-Arabi, Tarjuman Al-Ashwaq.

Muslim faith holds the core of mysticism. The Life of the Aspirant is in itself a
Temple dedicated to God. Islam has two dimensions: sharia, i.e. the Law, and tariqa, the
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spiritual way. Both dimensions must be Balanced. This could be represented through the
geometric symbol of the Circle with a Point in the Middle. To live the sharia means to dwell
in the Centre, in the humble Heart of creation, through a profound concentration in God, in
the Prophet and partaking in the Covenant made by God himself with Mankind through the
seed of Adam. The means by which man comes to Know God is the burning flame of prayer.
It is not aimed at Knowledge per se but at an inner direct experience of God.
“Your Spirit is mingled with mine, as amber is mingled with perfumed musk.
Whatever touches you touches me. There is no difference for you and I are one.”
Mansur Al–Hallaj
The way of the Sufi mystic, Mansur Al–Hallaj73, is a clear example of how the
relationship with the divine should have been experienced by the Aspirant.
In fact, his message revolved around the relationship of love between Man and God,
who he addressed with sweet and familiar words like "the Beloved". This created a great
disappointment in the exponents of the external religion, since the latter referred to the
relationship between man and God as total submission. Al - Hallaj, in his letters, spoke with
God using "Thou" and calling him "Friend". "What counts is turning seven times around the
Ka'ba of oneself Heart," he said and exhorted.
His doctrine appeals to the unique God of Islam, Allah, insisting on the gradual
realization of His presence in the heart. But in order to be able to receive God within his
dwelling, the Aspirant must make himself empty, become a Cup, unveil his essence,
extirpating the weeds and watering the flowers. There are three phases of the mystical path:
asceticism, purification and life of love, which stands for the marriage between the Human
Will and the Divine Will, so that every human act may be a divine act. The personality of
Man is not annihilated as it is prescribed in the false religions professed by lying spirits, but it
is only perfected, thus leading to the condition of a Perfect Initiate. The spiritual journey
transcends blind faith and the dogma of religious institutions, the dogmatic rules lose
importance and cease to exist. Who walks towards God is already with God. And he who
breathes God is subject to transformations which are stages of the Way, not the end. God is
the only destination, a distant destination indeed, but still very close because He dwells in
every heart.
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Il Cristo dell’Islam: scritti mistici, [The Christ of Islam: mystic writings] ed. Mondadori.
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4.

Christianity

Christian mysticism swells in the hearts of men through Quietism, a Roman Catholic
revivalist method, which main exponent was Miquel de Molinos. 74 Other notable exponents
of the old current are Jeanne-Marie Guyon (1648-1717) and Francois Fènelon (1651-1715).
“We must silence every creature, including ourselves, so that in the deep quiet of the
soul we can perceive the ineffable voice of the Bridegroom. We have to be very attentive,
because his voice is soft and silent…”
(Francois Fènelon)

Quietism presents the path to God and Christian perfection as a state of passive
waiting, harmonised with the Fire of Prayer. Through this state, the soul reaches a kind of
mystical indifference, up to the point of denying the practices and liturgies of external
religion. This Mystic Way, therefore, makes God more accessible to the human soul.
In Eastern Christianity, Quietism may be considered a Way similar to Hesychasm, i.e.
the Aspiration which allows man to be in direct communication with God. Hence the Soul
should have been nourished with Prayer and emptied from any egotistic will and burned up in
the fire of divine Love, and then brought to the Mystic Bridal with the Bridegroom, in order
to be both consumed in the Marriage. God becomes a Holy Covenant in which Words and
Deeds are One and yet None. Quietism was condemned as heresy by the exterior Church
through the false pope, Innocent IX.
Finally, it is necessary to clarify that this doctrine of Waiting is not something that
resembles the grace of the Saviour that descends from above or from on high, external to
man, but a real total impulse of the Divine Soul and its merging with the Self. To become the
Christ, that is to follow the Pathway of one’s personal relationship with God.

Conclusion
These Ancient gifts, the cumulative Wisdom of Ages, have come to us through great
Spiritual “Giants.” We partake of the Spiritual Fruit of their Lives, by which we continue to
sustain our Bodies and nourish our Hearts. Their formulae, albeit now superseded, have come
to us through the Order that hath No Name among Men, from which issues The Current Law,
the Word of which is:
74

J. Daniel Gunther, The Order that hath No Name among Men, Lecture, Florence 2013.
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THELEMA
It stands for Naught and All, for it means:
WILL
It abides in the Heart of every Man and Woman, the sole task:
“Behold within, and not above,
One star in sight!” 75

Love is the law, love under will.

75

Crowley A., One Star in Sight, Book 4, Weiser.
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Cry of the 4th Aethyr which is called PAZ
Matjaž Lazar
- Slovenia
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IAIDA : 418
A Celebration of Liber CDXVIII
This exhibition served as a visual and audio celebration of the Mysteries of Liber CDXVIII :
“The Vision & The Voice” bringing together artists and art pieces from around the world that
are directly inspired by the divine gnosis that is encapsulated within each of the Aethyrs.
We would like to thank Jure for his tireless efforts in creating the online Gallery google
application for us with assistance from Blažka, bringing the exhibition to those who wouldn’t
be able to attend. The app can be found at:
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=si.hoornet.iaida

Roberto Donato Maggi
Born in Milano ( Italy ), 15 February 1980
Life: Raver, sailor, IT security manager and tattooer.
Art: My actual influences are the incisions of Durer and the
black art of Gakkin.

.

Robert Buratti grew up with a strong interest in visual art
from an early age and a fascination for the Renaissance
masters and the early Surrealists. After graduating high
school, he was awarded a Bachelor of Arts from Macquarie
University with majors in english literature, cultural and
critical theory and psychology. While studying he began his
career working for a number of commercial art galleries in
Sydney, before continuing to a Master of Arts Administration
at the College of Fine Arts/ UNSW. He is a recent finalist in
the Albany Art Prize, Doug Moran Prize, Black Swan Portrait
Prize, Brisbane Art Prize, Lethbridge10000 Prize, and the Cossack Art Awards amongst
many others. His work has been exhibited at S.H Ervin Gallery, Devonport Regional Gallery,
Mornington Peninsula Regional Gallery and the Outsider Art Fair, New York.
His art practice is chiefly concerned with the inner consciousness, and the interaction of
contemporary art with spirituality, eastern philosophy and western esotericism. Heavily
influenced by the early surrealists and the 19th century symbolists, his work often uses the
artistic traditions of still-life and Momento Mori as a basis.
https://www.buratti.com.au/robert-buratti
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Blažka Strmčnik is a versatile artistic soul who likes to dig as
deep into layers of human perception as into the soil while
planting flowers.
Influenced by her ancestors, her path has led her through art
(painting, music, dance) in one way or another since her
childhood. After years of searching, she found herself in work
with nature and in 2015 moved to the midst of the forest,
where she keeps searching for all things beautiful.
Surrounded by nature, her dog Loki and cat Freya, she works
from home office as a graphic designer for her company
Scarlet studio.
Blažka’s design company:
Web: www.scarlet.si
FB: https://www.facebook.com/scarlet.studio.vizualne.komunikacije/
Also check out some of her Thelema related t-shirt projects on:
www.teespring.com/stores/fnix-magical-t-design
Lewis Fuller is a visionary street artist, known for his vibrant
colors and sacred geometry through out his pieces.
He has worked on projects such as Tea Trend and Arriba grill
in South Australia.
He currently resides with his partner in Adelaide creating new
art pieces and pursuing music projects.
More art can be found at:
https://www.facebook.com/pg/ROLOMANE138/posts/

Tikky Zappia has been an Aspirant to A∴A∴ for the past 6
years and Thelemite for a decade.
She is dedicated to doing what is in her heart and recently
began studying a Bachelor's Degree in Complementary
Medicine to help and to heal.
She spends most of her time raising her two children and two
step-children whilst working with her husband on their
projects such as Sol Phoenix Martial Arts and Two Horizons,
in the hopes to assist and inspire others in the discovery of
their own paths.
Tikky attempts to say ""yes"" to new challenges and adventures expressing her love of
Magick and Fantasy in her daily life as she gets one step closer to discovering her True Will.
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Domenico Allegretto, Australia.
I am a local artist, painting professionally since 1990.
In 1983 I graduated with a degree in Architecture from the
University of Adelaide and have also studied painting at the
Adelaide Central School of Art.
In addition to a solo exhibition in 1996 at Brown’s Gallery,
Unley Road and a shared exhibition in 1998 at the Interactive
Gallery, Hindley Street, several other Adelaide galleries have
also exhibited my works including the Campbelltown
ArtHouse 2017.
Influences on my work include Beacon, Dali, Degas, Klimt and Turner.
I am a practicing Architect and also include guitar playing, music, photography and cars as
interests.
Links:
http://allegrettoarchitect.space/
http://allegrettoartist.space/
Antonio Capursi, Italy.
Born 40yrs ago in the Italian province of Taranto. Antonio has
been involved with art for many years, fascinated by
polyhedral formations he has chosen painting as his preferred
medium - which he views as the weapon of his aspiration. He
has participated and assisted in organizing various events that
showcase local artists who have come together to
communicate and to band together as a single force.
Antonio’s favors the medium/technique of oil paint,
particularly fond of the brilliant colors that he is able to
produce therefrom. He has been utilizing his ongoing living experience of Thelema as a
means to inspired painting, channeling the Magical Current, ever evolving, always new yet
always coming back to the Law itself.
To see more artwork by Antonio Capursi please visit:
https://www.facebook.com/otoapulia/
Giuseppe Zappia is a long time dedicated student of Martial
Arts, Ancient Religions, and Jungian Psychology. He is also
currently working his way through a Bachelor’s Degree in
Chinese Medicine.
Along with his wife Tikky Zappia he is the creator of Sol
Phoenix Martial Arts, a style comprised of ancient and modern
forms of combat with an underlying emphasis placed upon
both philosophical and religious concepts found within The
Book of the Law.
http://solphoenix.site
He is the founder of Two Horizons Thelemic Portal, dedicated
to the celebration of the Spirit of Thelema worldwide and to the inspiration derived from
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varieties of religious experience encountered by Aspirants to the Great Work.
http://twohorizons.space
Giuseppe has been an Aspirant to A∴A∴ for over two decades and has delivered Lectures,
Periodicals and Workshops covering many areas of the Great Work.
He currently resides in South Australia with his wife and four children.

Matjaž Lazar is 57 years old artist, living in a small town
Idrija, Slovenia. His main preoccupation is visual arts in the
form of a collage.
He is best known to the Slovenian public through an episode
of "Odklop", a popular TV series that used to run in the 90's.
His contribution was also in starting a Thelemic movement in
Idrija, a legacy of which is still existing and going stronger by
the day.
In collaboration with local enthusiasts of Magick, he created
an 'Enochian calendar', a tool that combines a Solar and Lunar
calendar and is used for organizing daily magical practices by
Elements throughout the year.

Francesca Tilotta Maggi – Italy
Born in Siracusa, 8 November 1975
Studies:
1990-1995 - Diploma Istituto Statale d’Arte - Siracusa
1996-2004 - Accademia Belle Arti di Brera - Milano
1997- 2003 - Historia del Arte Antiguo - Leon Spagna
EXHIBITIONS:
1997 - Palazzo della Permanente (Milano) - group show
1998 - Viafarini (Giacinto Di Pietrantonio) - solo show
1999, 2000 - Fondazione Ratti (Marina Abramovic) - Como group Show + publication
2001 – Sony’s Heart (Okwui Enwezor)- Berlino - group Show + publication
2001-2002 - Brera, Milano (Carla Accardi) - group Show
2003 - Brera, Milano (Miltos Manetas) - group Show
Links:
https://www.facebook.com/honkymonkeystudio/
http://www.francescatilotta.portfoliobox.me/
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Musical Pieces by

Cosimo Salvatorelli - Italy
The year 1981, I was born in the Italian province of Taranto,
at one time the capital of Great Greece.
I have always used music to convey that which I have not
been able to communicate with words, above all music
generated by stringed instruments. I have been involved in
various musical projects and have contributed to the
development of music in the region where I was born. I have
now created a personal space wherein I am able to experiment
further with new sounds and musical exploration.
Inspiration:
The inspiration behind my piece for the IAIDA:418 Exhibition has to do with the
“movement” characterized by the Chariot of the Seventh Key of the Taro. The rhythm of the
bass portrays the idea of the spiral force wherein soft melodic sounds rise like the incense of
Ra Hood Khuit as described in the 12th Aethyr (LOE). The sound of the Hammond is as the
voice of the Charioteer, which is repeated many times until life’s end within the Silence of
the Cup. The entire structure of the musical track, finally, is designed to represent the formula
of AUGMN, it is as a glyph not only of the circular but of that which transcends the circle
itself creating a space for the Ecstasy of the “Perfect Wine”.
Mishorka - Slovenia
Born 18.11.1966, 18:25, Ljubljana, Slovenia Amateur
musician since 1978.
Works with music from inner need of creative expression.
Composer and multi-instrumentalist: (lead guitar, bass,
keyboards).
Special interests include high distortions, independent
polyphonic lines, disharmony, improvisation, multiinterpretability, multi scales use, ambient (especially dark),
music that touches you emotionally, variable cross-over
styles.
Recorded projects:
Holland live (1987)
4 B IV (1991)
Dreams navel (2002)
Trash art (2013)
Daydream little stories (2016)
Web:
https://www.reverbnation.com/mishorka
https://www.facebook.com/Mishorka-1624415627835058/
Inspirational guidance:
(1990-2012 spent on Enochian system practical study, Aethyrs projected in reality study
since 1995.)
Prelude; The Cry of the 10th Aethyr, that is called ZAX
T.H.O.T.H.
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1st movement: The Devil of the Aethyr, that mighty devil Choronzon cries aloud; ZZNZ.
Choronzon has no form, because he is creator of all form; and rapidly he changes from one to
the other.
2nd movement: The Scribe is hallucinating - he believes that before him appears a beautiful
courtesan.
3rd movement: Choronzon springs within the circle and leaps upon the Scribe, throwing him
to the earth.
Finale: The Seer takes the Holy Ring, and writes the name BABALON, that is victorious
over Choronzon, and he is manifest no more.
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Cry of the 1st Aethyr which is called LIL
Francesca Tilotta Maggi - Italy
T.H.O.T.H.
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THE HOUSE OF THE HOLY
A Two Horizons Periodical
COMING ANNO VIV :  IN   IN 
22 DECEMBER 2018

Volume I. Number 2.

EXPRESSIONS OF INTEREST BY THE JUNE SOLSTICE
enquiries@twohorizons.space
T.H.O.T.H.
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A harmonious blend of internal & external Martial Arts.
Introducing a new eclectic System that is built upon many Martial

Art cultures and styles featuring:
 Tai Chi
 Qigong
 Kung Fu
 Thai Boxing
 Weaponry
 Cardio
 Conditioning

“SL PHOENIX Martial Arts is about exploring the limits of
self and removing the obstacles that hold the creativity of the
individual back; unearthing the power-source of energy that
often remains latent within men and women.”

Casual lessons - Private sessions - Workshops - Intensives
As with the ancient Martial Art schools of the past, founded upon
religious ideas and morals, at the core of Sol Phoenix Martial
Arts resides a profound spiritual and philosophical doctrine
which is encapsulated within Thelema - the spiritual source and
sun that informs this system.
Giuseppe & Tikky Zappia
0404 795 592
solphoenixma@gmail.com
http://solphoenix.site

Cost: $15 per session
Thursday: 7:30pm - 9pm
Tara Hall @ Buddha House
496 Magill Rd, Magill SA 5072

“courage is your armour”
LIBER AL III:46
T.H.O.T.H.
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https://www.spreaker.com/user/thelemaradio

https://www.facebook.com/radiothelema/
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http://outercol.org/

Contact
Parties interested in contacting A∴A∴ may address their
correspondence to:

Chancellor
BM ANKH
London WC1N 3XX
ENGLAND

secretary@outercol.org
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